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ABSTRACT

This paperpresentsa theoryof corn monsenseunderstandingof the behaviorof electroniccircuits. It is
basedon the intuitive qualitative reasoningelectrical engineersuse when they analyzecircuits. This
intuitive reasoningprovidesa great deal of important information aboutthe operation of the circuit,
which although qualitative in nature, describesimportant quantitativeaspectsof circuit functioning

(feedbackpaths. stability, impedanceandgain estimates.etc.).
Oneaspectof the theory. causal analysis.describeshow the behaviorof the individual components

can be combinedto explain the behavior of compositesystems.Another aspect of the theory.
teleologicalanalysis,describeshow the notion that the systemhasa purposecan be usedto structure
and aid thiscausalanalysis. The theory is implementedin a computerprogram. EOL’AL. which, given
a circuit topology, can constructby qualitative causal analysisa description of the mechanismby
which the circuit operates.This mechanismis thenparsedby a grammarfor circuit functions.

1. Introduction

This theory explainshow the function of a circuit (i.e.. its purpose)is relatedto
its structure (i.e., its schematic).This issue is explored by showing how the
function of a circuit is derived from its structure. The intermediate point
betweenstructureand function is behavior.Structureis what the device is. and
function is what the device is for, hut behavioris what the device does.Causal
reasoning analyzes how disturbances from an operating point propagate
through a circuit. It thereby determinesthe qualitative behavior of a circuit
from its structure. In addition, unlike quantitative predictions it produces
intuitive, causalexplanationsfor the behavioral predictions. Thesebehavioral
predictions, combined with their explanations.form the basis for reasoning
which explainshow the purposesof the circuit are achievedh~’that behavior.

The researchreportedherecontributesto the field of qualitativereasoningin
six ~vavs:

(I) Qualitative physics. The causal reasoningused for analyzing circuits is
basedon earlier work on qualitative physics[o—S]. This paperrestatesonly the
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barestessentialsof qualitative physics. Those papersare concernedwith the
broad fundamentalissuesand (purposely)neither presentany detailed exam-
ples nor explore any domain in particular. This paper contains a detailed
qualitative physics for a particular domain: electronics. It shows how the
conceptsand distinctions of qualitative physics are used to analyze a wide
variety of electronic circuits. The power of these techniques,which seem
artificial when appliedto the simpleexamplesof theearlierpapers,can thushe
illustrated. In addition, it is possibleto be explicit about Al applicationsfor a
qualitative theoryof circuit behavior.

(2) Teleological reasoning. Although qualitative physics describes the
behavior of physical artifacts, it sayslittle about their function. Devices are
designedby man to achievesome purpose.Thesepurposesprovide art alter-
native methodfor understandingthe behaviorsof physical systems.This paper
presentsa theoryof teleology for physical systemsanddevelopsthedetails of
one for electroniccircuits.

(3) Structureandfunction. Qualitativephysics integrateswith other kinds of
knowledge.This paperpresentsa theory for how the function of a device is
related to its structure.The basic idea is that the qualitative physics relates
structureto behaviorand teleology relatesbehaviorto function. Thus it is able
to construct a complete account for how a particular device achieves its
intendedfunction.

(4) Qualitative vs. quantitative. One of the central driving intuitions behind
qualitative physics is the idea that in reasoningabout an artifact one first
obtainsa deepintuitive understandingof how theartifact works and then uses
this deepunderstandingto guide further, perhapsquantitativeanalysis.Most of
the potential applicationsof qualitative reasoningto electronicsdiscussedin
the conclusionsare basedon this idea.

(5) Architecture. The computation which uses the qualitative physics to
produce accounts for behavior is surprisingly complex. This paper includes
discussionof some of the critical architecturaldecisions involved in imple-
mentingthe system.The necessityfor thecomplicationsonly becomesclearby
consideringmore complex examplesthan thosediscussedin the earlier quali-
tative physicspapers.

(6) Electronics. All the major contributionsof this paper require working
through thedetailsof a particularqualitativephysics.I havechosenelectronics,
primarily becauseof my familiarity with that subjectmatter.As a consequence,
some of the sectionsmay be difficult to follow. Section 2 on the qualitative
physicsof circuits is sufficiently elementarythat if the readerdid not know how
a transistorworked before he or she can learn that from reading the paper.
However, Section6 on teleological reasoningmay be harder to follow. This
should not be surprising: teleology relates behavior to function and the
function is expressedwithin the technicaljargon of electricalengineering.If it
were otherwise,my project would be a failure. The researchcontribution here
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is not for electrical engineers—theyalready know their own jargon. The
contribution is to A!: a techniquefor constructingaccountsin the languageof
the experts(i.e., electricalengineers).

Although this paperconcentrateson electronics,the underlying qualitative
physics, the framework of teleological analysis, and the algorithms are all
domain-independent.Only the componentmodels,componentconfigurations,
and some of the teleologicalparsing rules are idiosyncraticallyelectrical.For
example,the ideasandtechniquesapply to hydraulic, acoustic,thermalas well
aselectricalsystems.

1.1. Methodology

One of the ultimate goals of qualitative physics researchis to develop a
sufficiently complete account of reasoningabout designedartifacts (such as
electrical circuits) so that it can be automated.This researchprogramme
presumesthat thereis acoherentand parsimoniouscollection of theorieswhich
underlie expert human performancewhich needsto be uncoveredbefore any
reasonablefragmentof an engineer’sskill can be automated.Thesedifferent
theories are hard to identify, and must be studied in isolation in order to
uncovertheir powerand limitations.

This paperpresentstwo relatedtheoriesof the many engineersmust use to
understandcircuit behavior.This is not intendedto be a psychological theory
of how human engineersactually work. Engineersuse a variety of techniques
for reasoningabout circuits, most of which are not discussedin this paper.
Perhaps,the most relevantof theseinvolves geometryandteleology.Presented
with a circuit, an engineerwill recognizefamiliar circuit fragmentsand recall
their function. In fact, engineershave explicit geometric conventions for
drawing well-known circuit fragments.Furthermore,an engineerusually has a
pretty good idea of what the new circuit is for, and he uses this teleological
information to help guide his analysisof thecircuit.

Studying causal reasoningin isolation is not taking an easy road. Causal
reasoningencounterssevere complexitieswhich can usually be resolved by
incorporating teleological or geometrical knowledge. If I were interested in
building a performanceprogram. the temptation for including this extra
knowledgewould be overwhelming.However, that would be shortsighted.To
understandwhatcausalreasoning,or teleologicalreasoningis,onemuststudyit in
isolationuncorruptedby otherforms of reasoning.Otherwiseonehasmergedtwo
types of reasoningwithout ever identifying eitherone individually. In addition
little scientificprogressis madeandwe arenotmuchcloserto theultimategoal as
the limitations of the resulting systemarecompletelyunclearandextendingthe
system may prove impossible.To achieverobustperformance,the underlying
theoriesmust be identified.

This methodologystandsin sharpcontradistinctionwith the popularexpert-
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systems methodology. Expert systems are aimed at producing what per-
lormanceis possiblein theshort term without considerationof the longer term.
Typically this is achievedby recording as many of the heuristicsand rules t~t

thumb that expertsactually use in practice~as possible.This is misguided.The
reasoningof experts is basedon underlying theoriesthat must he teasedout.
The expert systems approach can be caricatured as a stimuilus—response
model—goodfor some purposes.but ineffective in the long run.

The primary reasonfor initially startingwith causaland teleological reason-
ing is that these two are basic to most of the other forms of reasoningabout
artifacts. For example. although recognition plays various roles in reasoning
about circuits, its major task is to reduce the new device to something
previously analyzed.Thus recognition is parasiticon otherforms of reasoning.
An additional pragmaticreasonfor isolatingteleologicalreasoningfrom causal
reasoning is that teleology is an external point of view establishedby the
designer on the circuit. The circuit max’ or may not behaveas intended,
therefore it is important for causal reasoningto he able to identify all the
possibilities independentof teleology.

1.2. EQUAL

Both the causal reasoningand teleological reasoningcomponentshave been
completelyimplementedandrun on hundredsof circuits. The program, EQUAL.
takesas input theschematicfor the circuit. As output it producesa qualitative
prediction of the circuit’s behavior, an explanationfor that behavior, and a
teleologicalparsewhich relatesevery componentto thepurposesof the overall
circuit.

EQUAL need not be told the purposeof the circuit, as it can infer this itself.
This is not asdifficult a task asit might seemasthe circuit is presumedto be a
power-supply,logic-gate,amplifier or multivibratorwhereAC affectsare unim-
portant.

In performing its causalanalysis,EQUAL utilizes a componentmodel library
which describes the behavior of every type of electrical component. The
teleological reasoning, on the other hand, utilizes a grammar of basic
mechanisms(not schematicfragments),to parsethe circuit’s behavior.

2. The Basicsof a Qualitative Physics for Circuits

Most circuits are designedto deal with changinginputsor loads. For example.
an amplifier must amplify changesin its input, digital circuits must switch their
internal states as applied signals change, and power-suppliesmust provide
constantcurrent or voltage in the face of changingloads and power sources.
The purposesof thesekinds of circuits is best understoodby examininghow
they respondto change.Thus, causalanalysisis primarily concernedwith how
circuits, in someequilibrium state,respondto input perturbations.
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2.1. Causal analysis

\Vhen an electrical engineer is asked to explain the operationof an electrical
systemhe will often describeit in termsof a sequenceof eventseachof which
is ‘caused’ by previous events. Each event is an assertion about some
behavioralparameterof someconstituentof the system (e.g.,currentthrougha
resistor).Sequentialdescriptionsare ubiquitousin engineers’verbal and text-
book explanations.Considerthe Schmitt trigger (Fig. I). The explanationreads
asif a time flow hasbeen imposedon it.

An increase in v1 augmentsthe forward bias on the emitter
junction of the first transistor, thereby causing an incremental
increasein thecollectorcurrent, i~1of that transistor.Consequently
both the collector-to-groundvoltage v1 of the first transistor,and
the base-to-groundvoltage of the second transistor v3. decrease.
The secondtransistoroperatesas an emitterfollower which has an
additional load resistor on the collector. Therefore, there is a
decreasein the emitter-to-groundvoltage v-i. This decreasein v,
causesthe forward bias at the emitter of the first transistor to
increaseevenmorethan would occurasa consequenceof the initial
increasein v1 alone . . .“ [19, p. 68]

The theories of qualitative, causal,and teleological reasoningprovide the
inference mechanismsto support this kind of explanation.The basic charac-
teristicsof the theory areevident in the precedingquote.

The usual notion of variable. The variablesmentioned.e.g.. v1. u~,etc., are
thesameonesusedin quantitativeanalysis.

vi V
0

2

R
E BI

FIG. 1. The Schmitt trigger.
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Theexplanationfocuseson change.The most significant arenaof behavioris
how the circuit respondsto input perturbationssuch as an increasein input.

c/zangeis describedqualitatively. All circuit quantitiesare describedquali-
tatively: increasing,decreasingor unchanging.

The explanationcontains unstatedassumptions.Why does the v1 increment

appear across Q1 instead of RE? Why does the voltage v1 drop, as Q~’s
turning-off should raise it? Why is the current contributed by Q,’s turning-off
more than the current taken by Q1’s turning-on? All of these undesired
possibilities occur if the componentparametersare chosen inappropriately.
Thus, they truly are assumptions.Although theactual valuesof the parameters
can be used to validate assumptions,engineersrarely do so. Rather teleologi-
cal reasoningis used to differentiateamongthe possibilities.

Flow of causality. The explanationis in termsof a sequenceof eventseach
causedby precedingevents.The increasein v1 causesthe increasein forward
bias, which in turn causesan increasein i~1,etc.

Prediction and explanation.The description of the Schmitt trigger both
predicts qualitative values for circuit quantities and explains these values.
Causalanalysisis just oneof many waysfor explainingqualitativebehavior.A
causalexplanationis a qualitativedescriptionof the equilibratingprocessthat
ensues when a signal is applied to the circuit. Before examining causal
explanation.we must consider qualitative values and qualitative component
models.

2.2. Forms of causality

Circuit theory is basedon the notion of equilibrium conditions(seeSection3.3
for more details),and not on any notion of causality.Causality is a framework
externally imposed by electricalengineers.Oneview of this causality is that it
is a crude rendition of what actually happenswhen the circuit is examined
closely(i.e., propagationof electricalfields) and that causalityarisesout of the
solution of partial differential equations.Another view (and not necessarily
inconsistentwith the first), upon which this paper is based,is that causality
arises out of viewing ~hesystem has a collection of information processors.
Causationarisesout of the passingof information betweenthe parts of the
system. Therefore we begin by examining the languagefor describing the
behaviorof systemcomponents.

2.3. Qualitative variables

The qualitative value of the expression x is denoted [x]. For brevity sake,
[d~xIdt~1is abbreviated 3~xand 9°x sometimes used for [x]. A qualitative
variable can only take on one of a small number of values. These values
correspond to intervals separated by points at which transitions of interest
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occur. One quantity space[16] of particularinterest is the sign of a quantity:
[x]= +iffx>0, [x]=0 if x=0 and [xl=—iff x<0.

The behaviorof componentsis describedby qualitative equations(called
confluences).Qualitativemultiplication is easily definedfor this quantityspace
as [x][y] = [xy]. Unfortunately, addition is more complicated. [x] + [y] =

[x + y] unless[x] = — [y] � 0 in which caseaddition is undefined.

2.4. Qualitative quiescentand incremental analysis

Qualitative analysisutilizes a generalizationof the electrical engineeringdis-
tinction betweenquiescentandincrementalanalysis.The quiescentvalue of the
quantity refers to the operating-pointvalue (or steady-statevalue after the
transientshave died out). The incremental value is the deviation from the
quiescentvalue. Using this distinction, circuit analysisis subdivided into two
relatively independentsubtasks:quiescentanalysiswith quiescentmodelsand
incrementalanalysiswith incrementalmodels.

Qualitative analysis generalizes this approach in two ways. First, the
quiescentvalue of a quantity is defined to be its qualitative value and the
incrementalvalue of a quantity is definedto be thequalitativevalue of its rate
of change.’Second,insteadof having only quiescentand incrementalmodels,
qualitative analysis has models for every derivative order. The zero-order
modelsare thequiescentmodelsandthe first-ordermodelsare the incremental
models. As change is of primary interest, this paper concentrateson in-
crementalqualitativeanalyis.

23. Qualitativemodelsfor simplecomponents

As in conventionalelectrical engineeringwe must takecare in constructingthe
componentmodels.The no-function-in-structureprinciple of qualitative phy-
sics statesthat eachcomponentof the sametype must be modeledin the same
way: we may not choose an idiosyncratic component model to handle a
behavior of a particular circuit. Said differently, the componentmodel must
characterizethe essentialgenericbehaviorof the componenttype. Otherwise.
the structure-to-functionanalysiswould be of little value becausethestructural
choicesalreadycontainedfunctional information.

Admittedly, a human engineerwill use different quantitative models for
different tasks, hut he will only do so becausehe already understandshow the
circuit works and which approximationsare valid. Presumablyan analogous

tThis does some violence to the usual electricalengineering notions. Usually, the total ~ariablc is
detined to be the sum of the quiescent and incremental ~alues for some small deviations from the
Operating point. In qualitative analysis, the quiescent value is dehned to he the qualitati’ e value of
the total variable. The only reason this makes sense with regard to the u\u.ll engineering
conventions is that the coarseness of the qualitative-value space makes deviations in a unit time
interval and derivatives indistinguishable.
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processoccursin selecting the qualitativemodels.However, thevalidity of the
qualitative predictionsdirectly dependon the quality of the componentmodels
he chooses.Unsubstantiatedviolations of the no-function-in-structureprinciple
will leadto a faulty understandingof circuit behaviorand function.

Constructingcomponentmodels is a surprisingly difficult task. The standard
engineeringmodels that describe the behavior of electrical componentsare
widely agreedupon. However,the causalqualitativemodelsthat peopleuse to
reasonaboutcircuits are not. Thesemodelsare rarely articulated,even though
the tacit models that underlie people’s argumentsappearto he very similar.
One of the contributionsof this researchis a specificationof thesequalitative
models.The approachfor constructingthe modelsis to start with the classical
constraint models [13, 18] and reformulate them in qualitative terms. For
simple componentsthis processis relatively direct. Kirchhoff’s lawsare partic-
ularly easy to modelqualitatively.

2.5.1. Kirchhoff’s current law

The mostbasicnetworkconstraintis Kirchhoff’s currentlaw (KCL). It statesthat
the sum of the currents i~, flowing into a component or node (or set of
componentsand nodes)must be zero:

~ij=0, (1)

where i~are the currents in the terminals of the node, componentor the
boundary terminals of a set of nodes and components.In qualitative terms
KCL is:

(2)

However, for causalanalysis the change in the quantities is more important

than the quantitiesthemselves.Differentiating equation(I) gives:

~:di1ldt = 0. (3)

Thus, qualitatively:

~i1=0. (4)

Note that while equation(1) implies (3), equation(2) doesnot imply (4). An
unfortunatefact of the qualitativealgebra is that d[x]idr cannothe definedin
terms of [x], but rather as d[xjldt [dx/dtj. Just because[x] = [yJ does not
imply that [dxldr] = [dy/dt]. For example,[11 = [1 + x9, but [0] � [2x]. Thus,
although thequalitativecalculushasthe notion of derivative, it has no general
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definition of differentiation.As aconsequence,in general,a separatequalitative
equation must be written each time a higher-orderderivative is introduced.
Fortunately,if a componentis linear,all of its higher-ordermodelshavethesame
form. KCL is linear, thus the completeKCL model is:

= current in terminal 0,

i~ current in terminal n

~a~ci=o fork =0,1

A law like Kirchhoff’s current law is neededfor manyphysical domains.The
analogouslaw for fluid systemsis conservationof matter,for thermal systems.
conservationof energY. for mechanicalsystems.Newton’s law for equilibrium
of forcesat a point.2

2.5.2. Kirchhoff’s voltagelaw

Kirchhoff’s voltage law statesthe sum of all voltagesaroundany loop is zero.
Qualitatively, for every loop of k nodesn~ nk, ~k I = n

= 0 for in = 0. 1

A law like Kirchhoff’s voltage law is neededfor many physicaldomains.The
analogouslaw for fluid systemsis that pressuresmust add (e.g.. the sum of the
pressurefrom point A to point B and the pressurefrom point B to point C
must equal the pressurefrom point A to point C). For thermaland mechanical
systems,temperaturesand velocitiesmust sum similarlv.~

2.~.3.Ohm’s law

Ohm’s law has a particullarl\ simple formulation. Assumingthat resistorshave
fixed positive resistance.Ohm’s law L’ = iR is expressedqualitatively as [u] =

[i]. Currents are defined to flow into componentsaway from nodes. The
completeresistormodel is:

i = the current in terminal 1
= the voltage from terminal I to terminal 2

(~1., = (~ I

~l’he~eare all in~tancc~of the continuIt\ condition ot s~steind~naniic~[~7~~~liichiI\ uic~irpoi,ited
i!it~~quahitati~e ~

I hese are all in’~tance~ot the compatil’tlit~ condition of ~ stein Ll\ i1.II11ICS [~1.~ hichi i~

incorporated in to quahi tat k e ph\ sic~
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2.5.4. Batteries

Batteriesare also modeledsimply. An ideal batterysuppliesconstantvoltage:

v = voltage from terminal 1 to terminal 2,

9nv0 n>0.

2.5.5. Bipolar transistors

Transistors4have the incrementalmodel

dVbe = voltage from the base to emitter,

= current flowing into the collector,

= current flowing into the emitter,

= current flowing into the base,
3

vbC~ ~c’ (9vbe— ~ ~e’ ôVbe ~

ôVbe ~ 3i~indicatesthat 8Vbe = ~ but c9vbe causesai,, not vice versa.Likewise,
ôVbe — ~ 8i~indicates that BVbe =

9
le~but that the changein Vbe causesthe

change in âi~.(The model for the transistor’s other operating regions is
presentedin Section9.)

2.6. Sign conventions

To readersfamiliar with the problems of sign conventions,this section is
hopelesslypedanticandcan be ignored.

There is an immense amount of confusion surroundingsign conventions.
This is not helpedby the fact that engineersare often rather cavalier about
choosing them and often the precise meaningsof variablesare never made
explicit. However, to formulate the component models and present the
argumentsconstructedby EQUAL the sign conventionsmust be consistent.
Admittedly, there is no significantinformation contentin the sign conventions
of variables, but without a precise definition of the quantities involved, the
models and explanationsare meaningless.The voltage from node 1 to 2 is
notatedv12. The currentflowing into Ri through terminal #1 is notated~_.*1(R1)

(which is sometimesabbreviatedi~I(R,)) andthe currentout of Ri, ~~...#1(R1)’

As a consequenceevery circuit quantity can be expressedin two ways: v1~=
—v2, and L.#I(R1)=

1
4—#t(R1). In causal analysis, these choicesare irrelevant.

However,for engineersthey areverysignificant.Forexample,ground(G) isoften
takenas a commonnode to which all voltagesarereferences.Thus v,,0 is much
preferredover V0,1. When the voltage is referenced to ground, ground is dropped:

~NPN or PNP.
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v1,0 = v1. If V1,2 is negativeit is muchmoreintuitive to usev2,1 becauseit refersto a
changein a positive quantity.An NPN transistorhaspositive baseandcollector
currentsbut negativeemitter currents.As a consequence,engineerswill often
define ~ and i8 to be the currentsflowing into the transistor,and ~E to be the
current flowing out of the transistor.I notatetheseL+C(Q), LB(Q) and LE(O).

3. Incremental Causal Analysis

The centralaspectof how a circuit works is its responseto change.Thus, in this
section, 1 ignore quiescentmodels, higher-ordermodels, and how they are
used. Likewise, the determinationof the state of a componentor its state
transitionsis discussedlater. Changingvariablesover time (i.e., integration)is
also left until later. All componentsare assumedto behavelinearly within a
state. Finally, qualitative analysis is assumedto be unambiguous.All these
assumptionsare important and are dealt with later, but are unnecessaryto
understandthe basicstructure-to-functionframework.

3.1. Causal propagation

The essentialintuition behind causalanalysisis that eachcomponentacts asan
individual information processorwhich only performsan action when a signal
reachesit from one of its neighbors.Then it passesalong the signal to its
neighborsaccordingto its componentmodel.

This notion of causality is basedon two fundamentaltenets: locality and
directionality. Eachcomponentactsonly when it is actedupon by neighboring
components,and then it only actson its neighbors.Thus, eachinteractiononly
has accessto local information (i.e., from its neighboringcomponents),and
produces only local information. Finally, each component propagates in-
formation in oneandonly one direction.Thus, negotiationbetweencomponent
processorsis impossible.

Causalanalysisproducesa causalargumentwhich is a qualitativedescription
of how the circuit equilibrates—howit respondsto perturbationsfrom its
equilibrium.This descriptionis, in effect, a simulationof the circuit’s equilibra-
tion. This kind of explanationis often what peoplemean by a descriptionof
how something‘works’. Not surprisingly, thecausalanalysisprocess.itself uses
simulation in producingits analyses(complicationswhich are introducedlater
requirea greatdeal of additional problem-solvingeffort).

Considerasan examplethecircuit of Fig. 2. This circuit containsa transistor
(Qi), a resistor(Ri), anda battery(B 1). Theseareconnectedby four groupsof
wires (i.e., nodes)IN, OUT, VCC. and G.

Componentsinteract with each other by placing currentsand voltages on
their adjacentterminals.Thus, two componentscan only interact if there is a
\\ ire connectingthem.The topolo~vof potentialcausalinteractionscan be laid
out as a topology of alternatingcomponentmodelsand variables as is illus-
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V
cc

Ftc. 2. Simple amphiñer.

trated in Fig. 3. Each circle indicates a component model which can only
communicateinforniation through sharedvariables. Causalanalysis proceeds
by propagatingan input disturbancethrough this information topology. In this
example,the propagationis very simple.Fig. 4 illustrates the causal topology
for the simple amplifier when an increaseis applied. Notice that the edgesin
the causaltopology are directedcorrespondingto the direction of propagation
and that only a subsetof the potential causal interactionsare utilized. The
fundamental task of causal analysis is to determinethat subsetof potential
interactionsthat ‘best’ describesthe functioning of the circuit. We will seein a
moment that for simple circuits such as that of Fig. 2 this task is relatively
simple, but fundamentalcomplexitiesarise for more complexcircuits.

The causalargument for an output consistsof a sequenceof steps,starting
with the input disturbance,eachdependingon previoussteps in the sequence

av
OUT G

a

a’

R

a 1

B

FiG. 3. Potential causal topology of Fig. 2.
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,~,av~

/ a #1(R1) 3VOUTG

a
~V1 N ~Q ~ a VBE~ C

FIG. 4. Causal topology of Fig. 2.

and terminating in the output. The following is EQUAL’S formulation of the
causalargumentof thesimpleamplifier. Eachstepin theargumentis placedon
a single line. The steps are organized into four columns. The first column
indicatestheantecedentsto the step. If thesecondcolumn is blank, that stepis
a premise(e.g., an input disturbance).~ indicatesthat thestepfollows directly
from its antecedents.If none are listed in the first column and the second
column is ~ the step’s antecedentis the previous line. The third column
indicatesthe variableassigneda value in that step. The final column provides
the reasonwhich always refers to some componentmodel. Note that Ohm’s
law is defined with respectto the #1 terminal of a resistor.As #1 is the top
terminal in this circuit, this current must be propagatedby KCL from #2
which is connectedto the collector to #1 which is connectedto the battery.As
quiescentcurrent is flowing down through the resistorto the collector, EQUAL

has chosensign conventionssuch that current flows out of the bottom of Ri
and into the tops of RI andQ1.5

Antecedents Event Reason

= + Ok en
~C~Qi) = ‘~LB.E ~ ~1cfor NPN-transistor Q 1

~ —-2(RI = KCL for node OUT

~ = 1~ KCL for resistor Ri
~ CCOUT = 1

4
i_, ~ ~t~,_’ for resistor RI

I) - - = P for hatter\ B 1
= U. ~t~cco~ r = + ~ = — KVL applied to nodes OUT.

\‘CC. GROUND.

~FOl..\L tries to determine the signs of the quantities and all the causal arguments presented in
th,~.paper adopt sign conventions such that the underlying quantit is positk e. In a few cases.
ia)t.\[, cannot determine the sign of the underlying quantity, in ~ hich case the olt.,ge choice is

ai ‘itrary and currents are chosen to tiow into components, These sign con\ eiitioiis d~lot attect the
chain of causal interactions produced h~the disturhaitce. and are thus irrele\ ant to teleological
a nal\ sis. The necessary quiescent anaksis is discussed later. I lo’~e~er. \~ithioiii adopting these sign
cnn~entions the causal explanations ‘.~ould he nearl~ incomprehensible.
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In English: The increasingvoltage at node IN is applied to the base-emitter
junction of 01. By the transistor law aL’ BE ~ ai0 this causesan increasein
currentfrom nodeOUT into thecollectorof 01. By Kirchhoff’s currentlaw, this
samecurrent is flowing out of the bottom of RI into node OUT. By Ohm’s
law, this causesan increasedvoltage across it. Thus, the voltage from node
\‘CC to OUT increases.Batteries supply constant voltage so the voltage
between \‘CC and GROUND is constant.Thus, the increasein the voltage
from VCC to OUT alsoproducesan increasein the voltagefrom GROUND to
OUT. Hence, the voltageat OUT dropswith respectto GROUND.

3.1.1. Nonlocality of KCL and KVL

The formulationsof KCL (Section 2.5.1) and KVL (Section 2.5.2) violate the
locality tenet of causality.Fortunately,no important information is lost if KCL
is restricted to be local (i.e., only applies to single componentsand nodes).
However, KVL is inherently nonlocal: v~1+ vfk = Vik where nodes i, j and k
may rangeover all the nodesin thecircuit. If KVL were restrictedto be purely
local, i.e., only apply if nodes i, I and k are all connected to the same
component, the causal propagation of the previous section could not go
through.

The nonlocality of KVL is inescapableas it arises from the definition of
voltage. The identical problem ariseswith temperatures,velocities, pressures,
etc. The KVL-like law arisesout of the very definition of voltage, pressure,
temperatureor velocity. This is illustrated by the more commonsensequantity
of temperature.If the temperaturedifferencebetweenpoints A andB is t1 and
the temperaturedifferencebetweenpoints B and C is t, then th .~ temperature
differencebetweenpoints A andC is t1 + t2. This non-local inferencearisesout
of the basicdefintion of temperature.6

3.2. Implementation

Causal analysis uses propagation of constraints [10.28,29,30] to determine
circuit values.The propagatoris designedto find the simplestexplanationfirst.
KCL and KVL deductionsare consideredsimpler than componentmodels,
thus all KCL and KVL deductionsare done first. On rare occasionsthe same
cell value can be found in two different ways.EQUAL adoptsthesimpleheuristic
of picking the value utilizing fewestcomponentsin its argument.The breadth-
first phaseof the propagationsis implementedusing a queueto hold newly
assignedvalueswhich havenot yet been propagated.

6Under the approximations of conventional circuit theory, MaxwelFs equations can be solved by
a scalar potential, this potential is the definition of voltage. A scalar potential has the property and
its change from point A to point B is independent of the path taken to reach B from A. This is
exactly KVL.
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The datastructurethat propagationoperateson is a setof cells representing
the voltagesand currentsof the circuit and a set of constraintslinking those
cells. A new cell is allocated for eachderivative of every variable. This data
structureis constructedfrom the schematicby creatinga voltagecell for every
pair of nodes and a current cell for every component terminal. Then the
componentmodels,KCL and K\’L are instantiatedfor eachcomponentand
node by linking eachconfluence to their correspondingcells. The result is a
datastructureof cells andconstraintslinking thosecells.

Eachcell ma havea value.This value may come from outsidethe circuit or
may be deducedfrom valuesin othercells via theconstraintconfluences.When
a cell is assigneda value each constraint it participatesin is examined to
determineif enoughinformation is available to enableit to use that constraint
to deducea value for anothercell. Discovering a new value may thus deter-
mine yet other values,thus ‘propagatingthe constraints’.Associatedwith each
value is a justification indicating how it derives from valuesin other cells. A
complete audit trail of a value’s propagation is constructedby tracing this
justification path back to the initial inputs. The audit trail is the causal
arguni ent.

Sometimestwo valuesare found for the samecell. This doesnot meanthere
are two competingtendencieson the cell: causality demandsthat oncea cell
receivesa value it remainsat that value. If the two valuesof suchacoincidence
conflict, the componentmodels are faulty (e.g.. a transistor model with a
voltage sourceon the collector insteadof a currentsource).the circuit cannot
exist (e.g., two current sourcesin series)or the inputs are impossible (e.g.,
specifying that the current into the #1 terminal of a resistor is + and that the
current into the #2 terminal is also +). If the two values of a coincidence
corroborate,propagationof the secondvalue is halted as no additional in-
formationcanbe gainedby propagatingit. The trivial casesof corroborationsare
avoidedby a refractionrule disallowingthe resultof aconstraintto triggeritself.

it is important to discoverconflicts asearl~as possible.It makesno senseto
createa long propagationchain only to discoverthat somesimpleantecedentis
contradictory.This is why the propagationproceedsbreadth-first.

Unilateral constraintssuchas aL’he ~ ai~for transistorsrequirespecial hand-
ling. However, for well-designedcircuits and correct models this unilateral
restriction is nevernecessaryand no analysisin this paperrequiresit.

KVL presentstwo sortsof problems.The first, discussedin moredepth later,
concernshow many KVL confluencesto use. Including a confluencefor crcry
loop is extremely redundant.Redundancyis undesirablenot becauseit intro-
duc~sinefljciency, but rather that it gives rise to niultiple syntacticallydilicrent
explanations for the same behavior. Using the conventional quantitative
methods for formulating K\TL confluencesproducesinsufficient confluences.
lIoL.\L includesa KVL confluencefor every setof three nodes:
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For every setof three nodes:i, I. and k

= voltage from node i to node j
Uk = voltage from nodej to node k,

= voltage from node i to node k

+ (9~L’Jk = 3~Vik for ,z = 0. 1

However, this formulation is still a sourceof redundancy.EQU.-\L implements
KVL asa procedurewhich is invokedwhenevera new voltage is discovered.It
only ‘creates’ three-node KVL constraintswhen necessary,thus increasing
efficiencyby avoiding explicitly encodingall the KVL confluencesand reducing
redundantcorroborationsby not introducing KVL confluenceswhen they are
not needed.Unfortunately, it is not possibleto avoid all redundancy.

3.3. What is causality?

The notion of causality is not that well understoodor agreedupon. As the
argumentsof this paperdependcrucially on a particular notion of causality,
this sectionbriefly outlines the basic intuitions behind my notion of causality.
Considerthesestepsof the causalargumentfor the circuit of Fig. 2:

Antecedents Event Reason

~ (
9

’—W2(RI)= + KCL for node OUT
~ a,..,l(~)= + KCL for resistor Ri
~‘ ac~CC.OCT= + ~i~i ~ i3v~

1~2
for resistor Ri

This argumentis written as if thechangein current in Ri somehowcausesthe
changein voltageacrossRi. This is absurd, asaccording to Ohm’s law v = iR any
change in v must co-occur with any changein i. So what is causality?

Thereis no notionof delayin equilibriummodels—allsignalspropagatein zero
timeandall circuit quantitieschangesimultaneouslywhenan input is applied.The
network laws, KCL, KVL, etc., are all equilibrium conditions. They are
quasistaticapproximationswhich only apply if thewavelengthsof thesignalsare
long enough,energylevelsof thesignalsarelow enoughandobservationtimesof
the signalslong enough.Mathematicallythe behaviorof the lumped-parameter
systemis describedby ordinary differential equations.

Ontheotherhandour intuitivenotionof causalityis quitedifferent.Thechange
in input causesa disequilibrium in the componentsnear the input. This
disequilibrium propagatesthrough the circuit at finite speeduntil the circuit
reachesanewoverallequilibriumstate.This equilibratingprocessis describedby
causal analysis. Note that during the equilibrating process,circuit laws do
not apply.

In a way, this intuition correspondsto what actually happensif we examine
the circuit closely. A far more accurate quantitative model is based on
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Maxwell’s field equations. The lumped-parameter circuit model is an idealiza-
tion and simplification of the behavior of the electromagneticfields in and
around the circuit components.As changesin thesefields propagateat finite
speeds,this processtakesa certain amountof time. The differential equations
of the lumped-parametercircuit modelcannotaccountfor what happensduring
this periodof disequilibrium.Within this period the changingfields of the input
signals propagateuntil global equilibrium is reached.This propagationcan be
viewed as a kind of causalflow: the input field changesandpropagatesto other
materials causing further fields to change.These changescan be partially
orderedin a time sequencein which eachchangeis causedby changesearlier
in the sequenceand earlier in time.

The quantitative calculation of the causal flow that happensduring the
period of disequilibrium is intractable.Although the electromagneticlaws that
govern the physics are known, there is no practical way to quantitatively
describethis causalprocess.This meansthat the electricalengineercan never
completelyanalyzea circuit.

When an electricalengineerreasonsaboutacircuit, he reintroducesa kind of
causality that the lumped-circuit model throws away. He does this by using
local causal models and imposing a time flow on the changesin circuit
quantities.Only by creating local causalmodelsthat throw away much of the
detail that of the quantitative view is he able to make the causal analysis
tractable.The modelsare not basedon Maxwell’s equations,rathereachcircuit
componentis viewed as an active agent which attemptsto re-establisha local
equilibrium within its own vicinity. The engineer’squalitative theory of circuit
causalityexplainsthe periodof equilibrationby introducingfinite time flow and
permitting thecircuit to he in disequilibrium.

The formal linkage between the causal models derived earlier and
Maxwell’s equationsis unexplored.However, the senseof causality presented
in this paper seemsto he an accuratedescription of engineer’sreasoningand
henceconnectswith the conventionallanguageof electrical engineering.The

modelsaresufficient to produceaccuratepredictionsandexplanationsfor circuits.

3.4. Causal heuristics

The componentmodels alone are insufficient to constructcausal analysesof
some circuits. Consider the simple circuit fragment illustrated in Fig. 5. This
circuit is like that of Fig. 2 except that an extraresistor is placed in the emitter
and unspecifiedcircuitry is attachedto the emitter andcollector. In the present
framework there is no causalanalysisfor this circuit fragment.

The propagatorcan get no further than the voltage at the input. The only
componentthat even referencesthe input variable and hencehas any hope of
propagating the value is QI. But 01 respondsto voltage acrossits base and
emitter, not the voltage between its baseand ground. I fence tltc propagation

getsstuck. (In quantitativeanalysisthis would be a point at which to introduce
a new unknown variable to propagatearound the loop.)
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Vcc

~OuT

FIG. 5. Amplifier input.

3.4.1. Thethree causalheuristics

Propagationimpassescan only occur at sumsof threeor morequantities.The
propagation cannot halt at x = y since if x is known y can becomputedandvice
versa. Sums of three or more quantities arise from KVL, KCL and (rarely) the
componentmodelsthemselves.EQUAL incorporatesthree heuristicsto circum-
vent impassesat eachof the typesof sums: the KVL-heuristic. KCL-heuristic.
and the confluenceheuristic.

These heuristics are domain-independent.No matter what the domain,
propagationwill encounterimpasses.The generalsolution is the introduction
of threedomain-independentheuristics:the componentheuristic, the conduit
heuristic and the confluence heuristic which are identical to the electrical
KVL-, KCL- andconfluenceheuristics.

Unlike KVL, KCL andcomponent-confluencedeductions,theconclusionsof
heuristicsare necessarilytentative being basedon assumptionsaboutcircuit
functioningthat may later be found to be incorrect.

3.4.2. TheKVL-heuristic

The KVL-heuristic handlesthecasewherethe propagationreachesan impasse
at the KVL confluence av~0= 3v~,,,+ BVmG where n and ~n are nodescon-
nectedto different terminalsof the samecomponentand 3v~0is + or —. The
propagatoralways employs the rule av~G~‘ 3Vnm. In addition, if 9

V~c=

the propagatoralso employs 9Vmn = 0.
It is now possibleto propagatepast the initial impasseof Fig. 2:

attN = + Given

~ ~
9

t’iNEi = + AVB ~ c
9

L’B.E KVL-heuristic for NPN-transistor 01

~ a:.C(Qi) + (
9

VBE ~ ~ for NPN-transistor 01
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The intuitive rationale for this heuristic is as follows. Considerthe simple
casewhere ~ and 8VmG are unknown. No causalpath has yet been found
which affects3Dm0. Thus, 3VnG can be viewedascausingthechangesin ~ and
1m,G’ The KVL-heuristic assumesthat the changeof voltageat noden produces
an equal-valuedchangein the voltage acrossthe component and that the
voltage at rn is insignificant (i.e., LmG 0). It is very likely that, as a con-
sequence,VmG is affectedas well: 3v~0~ ôVnm ~ ~

3
V,,,c. Thus the KVL-

heuristicis basedon the presuppositionthat the changein VmG producedby the
changein v~0cannotswampthe changein VmG~

In the case where ÔVflG = dL’mG � 0, the KVL-heuristic will already have
produced two conflicting propagations: 3

VnG ~ 3L’flm and BVmG ~ ~

However,the two changesmight exactly cancel requiring the considerationof
the third possibility: 3L’flm = 0. (No one would ever design a circuit that
dependedon this, but neverthelessit is a mathematicalpossibility.)

From a network theory point of view the KVL-heuristic is based on the
presuppositionthat all incrementalimpedancesarepositive. If thesituationcan
he modeledas illustrated in Fig. 6 a positive componentimpedancein series
with an unknown compositepositive impedance,then KVL-heuristic is correct.

COM PONENT

POSITIVE RESISTANCE

INPUT

ii~. 6. Rationale for KVL-heuristic.
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3.4.3. The KCL-Iit’urjsrjc

The KCL-heuristjc handlesthe easewhere the propagationreachesan iI11pa~e

at a KCL confluencefor some node (which can only happenif the node has
three or more component terminals connected to it). The rule is that if
componentsdirectly causeterminal currentsof a node,the voltageat the node
is determinedby the equation~ 0i~— ~ at’. In addition, if some a~= —a~~the
propagatoremploysac = 0.

It is now possibleto completethecausalargumentfor the output of Fig. 2:

= + Given

~ aU~EI= + 3v9~ 3
t’BE KVL-heuristic for NPN-transistor Qi

~‘ (~1_.(’(Q)= + (‘~L’BE~ p6.- for NPN-transistor Qi

~ aLO~= — ai...C(Q1y ~ (k’QIJl KCL-heuristic for node OUT.

TheKCL-heuristic is extremelycommonin anengineer’sanalyses:“Increasing
currentout of the node pulls it down, increasingcurrent into thenode forces it
to rise.”

The KCL-heuristic makesthe presuppositionthat terminalswhich are caus-
ing current flow into nodescan be modeledas theoutput terminal of a current
source.This currentsourceseesan incrementalpositive impedanceto ground.
Fig. 7 illustrates this situation. If this is an accuratedepictionof the situation,
thevoltage at the node can be determineddirectly from Ohm’s law.

3.4.4. Theconfluenceheuristic

The final sourceof threeor more variableconfluencesis the componentmodels
themselves.However, such confluencesare relatively rare. One such case
occurswhen the transistor is saturated.When the transistor is saturated,the
change in base current is controlled by the combined action of the two
junctions: avbe— L

9
Vcb ~ ai~.The ‘~‘ in this context indicatesthe 3Vbe — =

dlb, but the change in voltages cause the change in the current. If the
propagationreachesan impasseon this confluence,the confluenceheuristic, is
invoked.Two othercasesare a valve wherethe areaavailablefor flow controls
both flow andpressure[6] anda mosfet [34].

All the casesI haveencounteredwhere this heuristicis usedare of the form

N

R

FIG. 7. Rationale for KCL-heuristic.
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ax + 3y ~ 3z where ox or Oy are known. In such circumstancesthe propa-
gation proceedswith 3z~Ox or 0z~Oy leaving the unknown Oy or Ox alone,7

3.4.5. Interestingness

These three heuristics are designed to find values for the important (i.e.,
interesting)circuit variables.The heuristicswill not attempt to find a value for
a voltage unless it is a componentinput, or it is a voltage which is (a) with
respectto ground, and (b) hascurrent flowing into the non-groundnode.The
heuristicswill never directly attempt to find a value for a current unlessit is
part of a componentconfluenceof more than two variables.The remaining
variablesare presumedto be of no causal importance,or automatically follow
from important variables so that their values can be safely ignored. EQUAL

adoptsthe conventionthat uncauseduninterestingvariablesarezero.

3.5. Causal analysis of the Schmitt trigger

We are now in a position to completelyanalyzethe behaviorof the Schmitt
trigger. When an increaseis applied to the input of the Schmitt trigger (Fig. 8),
thevoltageat the emitterdrops. EQUAL producesthe following causalargument
for the drop in emittervoltage:

at’3 = + Given

~ aL~B~E~= + at’3 ~ 3t’3~KVL-heuristic for NPN-transistor01

~ al_C(Q~)= ± aUBE + ajc for NPN-transistor01

~ a~1= — aL.~~01—~ 3
t’c~KCL-heuristic for node Cl

~ aLC132 = — a~~1~ at’~
1

.~
2
KVL’heuristic for resistorRB:

~ -‘ ~i(RB2) = — at’~
1~2

~ ai~1for resistor RB2

~ = + KCL for resistor RB2

~ aLB~= — al.~~(R3~I—~ ar’3~KCL-heuristic for node B2

~
3

L3~EI= avB ~ atBE KVL-heuristic for NPN-transistor 02

~ al..~(Q~= — aLBE ~ (~1~for NPN-transistor 02

~ = — —E(0i ~ aUEI KCL-heuristic for node El

Of course, this argument only holds if the transistorsare in their correct
operatingregions, the resistancesand gains are just right, and that the input
level is high enough—theseissuesare all discussedin later sections. If the
conditionsare right for theSchmitt trigger to operateasintended,it behavesas
describedby the precedingargument.

~The generalization is strai~htforward.The confluence is of the form 3x ~ ~ ~y.The heuristic
computes a valuefor the left-handside assuming alt unknown ax are zero. Then it hypothesizes all
possible assignments to the unknown ay s~hich are consistent with the computed alue for the
right-hand side.
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FIG. S. Schmitt trigger.

3.6. Implementation

As all of the rules and heuristics are order-insensitive, a heuristic may be
applied at any time in the propagationprocess.As an applicationof a heuristic
may later he shown to be invalid or superfluous.an explicit assumptionis
recordedfor eachuse of a heuristic. This assumptionmay needto be retracted
if subsequentcontradictionsare encountered.For example, when the KVL-
heuristic noticesa voltage at the base of a transistor,it triggersthe transistor
model on the base-emittervoltage. In doing so, the heuristic makes the
assumptionthat the emitter voltage’s effect is negligible comparedto that of
the basevoltage. If it is discoveredlater that the emittervoltage is significant,
the assumptionandall its ensuingpropagationsneedto be retracted.

As the signal propagatesthrough the circuit it may accumulatea number
of such assumptions.Although the assumptionsof a value can be computed
from its justification, it is more convenient to propagatethe assumptionsof
a value alongas well. Thus, the assumptionsof a newly deducedvalue is com-
puted by constructing the set union of the assumptionsof its antecedents.
More precisely, EQUAL propagates value triples of the form
Kqualue, {assumptions},justification(s))(where qvalue is one of +, — or 0). For
example, if Ox = Oy + Oz, and Oy = a: (+, As,) and Oz = ~: (+, Be,), then the
propagatorwould deduceOx = ‘y: (+, Aa U B~,+ (a, /3)~.

Although the orderingof the propagationstepsis irrelevantto completeness,
it hassignificant effect on efficiency. Thereis no point propagatinga value for a
cell which is subsequentlyreplacedby a simpler value or contradicted.EQUAL

orders its propagations such that it finds contradictions as early as possible and
finds thesimplestcausalargumentfor eachvalue.EQUAL has three priorities for
propagation, first KCL and KVL deductions, secondcomponent model deduc-

cc

R C2

R
31
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tions, and third KVL- and KCL-heuristics.The highestpriority value is always
propagated first. For example, if there are two possible independentKCL-
heuristicspendingandone is run, the next propagationwill be KVL deductions
from the new voltage, not the other KCL-heuristic. All three priorities are
propagatedbreadth-first.

In order to distinguish values under different assumptionsthe notation [C x]
is used to indicate the assumptionthat x is the dominant input to C. The
assumptionthat VB is the dominantinput to 0 is written [Q Lf

3
]. Assumptions

[Q v~]and [Q VB] can both be active, potentially producing contradictory
values for i~.Assumptions introduced by the KCL-heuristic are notated
analogously.For example,the KCL-heuristicusedin analyzingFig. 5 is notated
[OUTQ1] as01 is the dominantinput to node OUT.

4. Feedback

Feedback,the idea of a device sensing its own output to control its own
behavior, is one of the most powerful strategiesfor designingand analyzing
circuits, mechanicalsystems,economicsystems,biological systems,etc. Feed-
back is as important andprevalentto machinedesignasloop constructsare to
programming.The benefits of negative feedbackto circuit design are varied
and extremely important. Feedbackis primarily used to compensatefor non-
ideal componentsor operating conditions. In using feedback, the designer
embeds the circuit fragment whose behavior is to he modified within a
feedbackloop, thereby mitigating undesirablebehavior and enhancingthe
desirable behavior. Feedbackcan be used to stabilize circuit gain against
variationsin circuit parametersdue to manufacturingor temperature.It allows
the designerto modify the input and output impedancesof the circuit, reduce
distortion by improving linearity, and increasethe bandwidthcharacteristicof
amplifiers.For thesereasonsthe useof feedbackis ubiquitousin circuit design.

Feedbackis also critical for understandingcircuit behavior. It is the basic
building block for designinganalogcircuits. It is alsoextremelyimportant as a
designstrategy.Troubleshootingcircuits with feedbackrequiresunderstanding
the feedbackaction. In addition to detectingit, the feedbackmust he charac-
terized in the standard conventions of electrical engineers. This section
presentshow causalanalysisis usedto locally detectand analyzefeedback.

4.1. Definition of feedback

Feedbackcannot be directly observedin the voltage and current values.The
quantitativebehaviorof a circuit is determinedby solving the simultaneousset
of equationsobtainedfrom characteristicsof eachcomponent,KCL and KVL
using either the node or mesh method [131. Whether the circuit contains
feedbackor not has no effect on this process.It is impossible to tell from the
solution whether the circuit utilizes feedback.But an engineerexamining a
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circuit can determine whether it uses feedback. He does not do this using
conventional network theory, hut relies on something quite different—the
topology or causalityof the circuit.

A feedbackamplifier can be viewed as a basicamplifier surroundedby extra
circuitry to modify its behavior. Fig. 9 illustratesthe basic parts of a feedback
system.The input signal passesthrough the summingnetwork, is amplified and
subsequentlyoutput. However,as well asbeingconnectedto the overall circuit
output, the main amplifier is connectedto anothernetwork. The signal passes
through this network and is subtracted from the input signal. Thus a fraction
of the output is sampledand subtractedfrom the input. The advantageof this
arrangementcan be seen by consideringwhat happensif the gain of the basic
amplifier is suddenly disturbed. As the gain is reduced, the output signal
drops. Thus less signal is fedhack and less is subtracted from the input
signal. As there is now more input to the main amplifier, the output increases
again, therebycorrectingfor thedisturbance.

When an engineerrecognizesfeedbackin a circuit, he is noticing that the
circuit somehowabstractlymatchesFig. 9. He could try to recognizethe basic
amplifier, network and summing and sampling points. Recognizing these
modulesrequiresconsiderablymore expertisethan just knowledgeof network
theory. For example, most topological loops in the circuit schematicdo not
correspond to instancesof feedback loops, let alone important ones.

Feedbackis ultimately aproperty of thecircuit’s function (i.e., how it works),
not its behavior (i.e., what it does).Although quantitativeanalysis(i.e., using
network theory)cannotbe usedto identify feedback,causalanalysiscan. That
is becausecausal analysis explains the how as well as the what of circuit
behavior.

Feedback is an elusive concept. Devicesbasedon feedback have been with
mankind since antiquity [35] but feedbackwas not appreciatedas an explicit
designtool until James\Vau’s invention of the centrifugal governorin the late

FIG. 9. Block diagram of a feedback system.
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18th century.The abstractionof Fig. 9 is an invention of the twentiethcentury.
Mayr’s book “The Origins of Feedback Control” takes some pains to define
the criteria for feedback in order to identify which machinesin antiquity used
feedback. Analogous care must be taken in causal analysis, for otherwise,
feedback is seen everywhere.Intuitively, feedback occurs when a chain of
causal interactionsfalls back on itself (as is the casewith the Schmitt trigger)
producingan endlesschain of causalinteractions.However,by that definition
two resistors in series manifest feedback! Mayr introducesa very important
criteria “The systemincludesa sensingelementanda comparator,at leastone
of which can be distinguishedasa physically separateelement.”

4.2. Feedback detection

The heuristicsprovide a clean way to detect feedback.All occurrencesof the
heuristicsare at sumsof threeor more variables.Eachoccurrencewheretwo or

more of the variablesare unknown are potentially points at which feedback
occurs. The variablesat each such point can be divided into three classes:
inputs, outputs and insignificants. For example, given Ox + Oy + Oz = 0, the
heuristic might have, given Ox, propagatedOx ~ 0y assumingOz to be in-
significant. Feedbackis presentif. as a consequenceof propagating the output
L’ariable(s), a t’alue is propagated(perhapsafter manysteps)for the variables
assumedto be insignificant. For example, if Ox ~ Ov ~ . . . ~ 0:. the circuit
contains a feedbackloop from Ox through oy to 0:. In particular. the prop-
agator has discovered that Oz = f(Oy) and thus that Oy = —f(Oy)— Ox, a clear
indication of feedback.

Consider the Schmitt trigger. Section 3.6 presentedthe causalargumentfor
why the emitter voltage droppedin responseto an increasein input:

ar31 = + Given
~ 3t’3~i = + at’

3
~

3~
.BEKVL-heuristic for NP~-transistor01

~ aL~= — ai —E(Q~)~ c~UElKCL-heuristic for node El

~ a~E1= —3r~i Positive feedback at NPN-transistor 01.

As ODEI was assumedinsignificant in the KVL-heuristic propagationfor Or31 El,

the propagationindicatesa feedback loop starting with Or~1,through Ova1 El

hack to Or~1.Thus, OLBIEI = f (3t’~~1)±

SThe dela between the initial input and the emitter drop is iu~thical. As there are no deLi~

elements in the loop, formally, the input rises and emitter drops at e’.aetly the same time, In the
causal analysis, the first causes the second. but no time elapses. As there are no delay elements,
there cannot be any overshoot or ringing. If this time deLis is important, it should he included h~
adding capacitors or inductors in the loop. These additional components cause e\pllcit time deLis s.

resulting in overshoot and ringing (as discussed later).
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4.3. Feedback configurations

Electrical engineeringhas developeda tremendousamount of theory concern-
ing feedback[32]. There are a variety of different nomenclaturesfor describing
feedback configurations. The terminology used here is from [18]. Table 1
outlines the 8 possibleconfigurations,eachimportant to electricalengineering.
The type of feedback exhibited by a circuit is classified according its sign,
comparison type, and sampling type. The sign of the feedback indicates
whether the fedbacksignal acts with or againstthe input signal. For example,
the Schmitt trigger exhibits positive feedback.The point at which the feedback
is detectedis the comparisonpoint becauseit comparesan input signal with a
fedback signal to producea compositeof the two. The other distinguished
point of a feedbackloop is the last value which causallyaffectsa circuit output.
At this point a split occursandone signal continuesto theoutput of thecircuit
while the other is fed back. This value is called the samplingpoint as most of
the signal goeson to circuit output,while rest (i.e., a sample)is fed back to the
circuit input.

The presenceof feedback,its sign, thecomparisonpoint andits type, andthe
samplingpoint and its type can all be determinedfrom thecausalanalysis.The
sign is computeddirectly from comparisonthe feedbacksignal to the input.
Each application of a heuristic introducesa comparisonpoint. For feedback
detectedvia the KCL-heuristic this point is a node in the circuit. For feedback
detectedvia the KVL-heuristic this point is acomponent.The samplingpoint is
the last sharedpoint on the causalargumentfor the output andfedbacksignals.
The details (and definitions) for determiningthe type of thecomparisonpoint
and sampling point can be found in [11].

Not every occurrenceof feedbackis on a path to the output. For example,
feedbackloops may be nestedso that a feedbackpath itself containsfeedback.
For theseloops the notion of samplingpoint must be redefinedto be that last
vertex of the loop that either directly affects the output or is a memberof
anotherfeedbackloop whosecomparisonpoint affectsthe output (recursively).

TABLE 1. Taxonomy of feedback types

Sign Comparisontype Samplingtype Figure

— Node Node
— Node Loop 10
—

—

+

Loop
Loop
Node

Node
Loop
Node

11

+ Node Loop
+ Loop Node
+ Loop Loop 8
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4.4. Two examples

231

Fig. 10 illustratesa circuit which containsnegative feedbackrecognizedusing
the KCL-heuristic. The input signal is an increase in current into the input. By
the KCL-heuristic, the voltage at the input rises as well. This assumes the
currentsin the baseof 01 and RF are not relevant. However,the signal ioops
back through 01, Q2, RB1 and RF producingan additional current into the
input node at which the KCL-heuristic applied. Hence,feedbackis present.As
this current is of oppositesign to the input, the feedbackis negative.(Note that
thenegativefeedbacksignalcannotcompletelycancelor dominatethe input, for
it is the input itself which causesthe fedbacksignal.)

ai~i~pLT= Given

Except for R
F

ft 1 is top terminal
and ft 2 is bottom terminal.

= +

~
1~

C(Oi) ~

= —

4~(~L’~~’= —

—E~Ql= —

~ al~~~RB=—

~?

~ = —

~ ~-‘FP INPUT = —

~~i.~~ltRF)= —

~ Il ~RF~=

~ ~(RF) = I\P1T

I i~. Itt. Feedbackamplifier (CE-FEEDBACK).

a1.iNpuT ~ aL~~TKCL-heuristic for node

INPUT

~ ~k for NPN-transistor 01

KCL-heuristic for node Cl

dUB ~
0

tBE KVL-heuristic for NPN-transistor

02

E ~ alE for NPN-transistor 02

KCL for resistor RB I

a, ,,,,, — ~ ‘r~p KCL-heuristic for node FP

K\’L applied to nodes FP. GROUND. INPUT

ai~for resistor RF

KCL for resistor RF

Negative feedback at node INPUT.

V

82

KCL for node E2

= + , (~t’~p= —

Fig. I 1 illustrates a negative feedback amplifIer ~~‘itii node sampling. The
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sampling point is t’O~~~~pVT= + and it causesboth t’OL’TPUT,EI and the overall
circuit output.

3UINPUTEi = +

—, al_E(OI)= +

FIG. 11. Loop-node amplifier.

PUT = +

~ = +

az~(Q
1

)= +

~ = —

~ ~ = —

~ 3Vj’~-p~’~-= +

~ TPLTEI = +

~ aI.~(~)= —

~ d,.~(Q~)=+

~ = +

~ aVE1 = +

~ aVE1 = aL~lNPUT

G i ~‘en

at8 ~ aL’BE KVL-heuristicior NPN-transistor
01

dUBE ~ ai~for NPN-transistor Ql

~ a~’~1KCL-heuristic for node Cl

dLBE ~ ai~for NPN-transistor 02

~ dU~-~-~
1

.KCL-heuristic for node
OUTPUT

~ av~1~2KVL-heuristic for resistorRF

dL’~i~2~ aj~1for resistor RF

aUBE ~ ~ for NPN-transistor01

KCL for node El

aiaj ~ av~1~2for resistorRE

Negative feedback at NPN.transistor 01.

4.5. Local feedback

Electrical engineersdistinguisha subclassof feedbackcalled local feedback,in
which thesampledsignal is immediatelyfed back.Considerthe first few stepsof
the analysisof the circuit of Fig. 11:

ariNpuT = +

~ aV~PUTE,= +

~ aL.C(
01

)= +

= —

Given

~ 3V83 KVL”heuristic for NPN’transistor 01

~ af~for NPN’transistor 01

3
-.C(QI)~ avci KCL-heuristjc for node Cl.

V

OUTPUT

R
F
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The causal argument for RL1’s current continues:

::~:‘ t9t’Ci = —
3-.C(Qi) ~ 8v~KCL-heuristic for node Cl

at’vcc = 0 av+, = 0 for battery B
31’VCC = 0, av~= — ~ at’~~= — KVL applied to nodesC1.GROUND,VCC

~ ~1,. ~i(RLl) + aVVI~~ 3j~1for resistor RL 1

~ = + KCL for resistor RLI,

Thus, as a consequenceof utilizing a KCL-heuristic at the collector of 01, an
additional current is propagatedinto the node. By the criteria of Section 4.1
this is evidencefor feedback.

An analogoussituation ariseswith the KVL-heuristic. Considerthe simple
amplifier of Fig. 12. An increasein input voltagecauses(via theKVL-heuristic)
an increasedbase-emittervoltageacross01. As a consequence,the transistor
conducts more current, increasingthe flow out of its emitter and into the
emitterresistor.The increasedcurrentcausesincreasedemittervoltage, nega-
tively influencing thebase-emittervoltage.

Both of theseexamplesmeetthestrict dictionary definition of feedback,and
are detectedby the mechanismof the previoussection.However, the feedback
is local becausethe fedbacksignalpathdoesnot form a loop in thecircuit sche-
matic (but, of course,a loop in the potential causaltopology). Local feedback,
althoughit exhibits all of the characteristicsof feedback,canusually be ignored
in analyzingthe global behaviorof the circuit. Local feedbackdoes, however,
perform an importantvalidation function. A local feedbackloop representsthe
loading effect of a load on a source.Thus,every KCL- or KVL-heuristic should
have a local feedback(i.e., a reflection)as the heuristicspresumethepresence
of a load. If there is no load, the heuristicis invalid.

4.6. Negative impedances

The KCL- and KVL-heuristics assumethe circuitry connectedto the com-
ponent or node acts as a positive impedance.Thus, if the circuit fragment
containsa negative impedance,any heuristic propagatinga signal into it will
get a reflected or fedhack signal opposite to what it expected. Negative

Ftc. 12. Common-emitter ampli tier.
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impedanceappearsas a positive reflection. (It is important to note that even
though none of the componentsindividually niav manifestnegative resistance,
the overall circuit might e.g., the Schmitt trigger can provide a negative
impedanceload to its input signal.) As a consequenceit is always possible to

tell whether the circuit containsnegative impedancesas well as which parti-
cular nodessee the negative impedances.The KCL- and KVL-heuristics are
therefore implementedto only propagatea negative impedancesignal after
they have received a positive reflection assumingpositive impedances.Thus
causalanalysisappliesto negativeimpedancesaswell.9

5. The Mechanism Graph

With the inclusionof feedbackdetection,causalanalysisis complete.Sections5
and6 discusshow the information constructedby thecausalanalysisprocessis
analyzedto constructmore abstractdescriptionsof the behaviorand to relate
this description to the ultimate purposeof the circuit. The mechanismgraph
provides a primitive representationfor describingthe mechanismby which a
circuit achievesits input/output behavior. In Section 6 1 describe how the
mechanismgraph is parsedinto higher-leveldescriptions.

Fig. 13 illustratesthe mechanismgraph for thecircuit of Fig. 10. A vertex in
this graph representsinformation containedin a cell. An edgerepresentsthe
fact that the information in the vertex adjacentfrom the edge contributesto
the information in thevertex adjacentto theedge.Thus, the mechanismgraph
describeshow information in onecell affectsthe information in othercells (i.e.,
causality).

As changeis of interest, the mechanismgraph only containsverticeswhich
representchangingquantities.The only uncausedverticesare inputs and thus
are the vertices with in-degree zero. The mechanismgraph only includes
quantitieswhich causally affect circuit outputs (the black vertices). An edgeis
dashedif it dependson a heuristic, solid if it is deducedvia a componentrule.
Circle vertices representcurrentsand squarevertices representvoltages. In
order to avoid cluttering the mechanismgraphs,only a minimal amount of
annotationis includedon thegraphs.If thequantity is a current,it is labeledby

INPUT (E2 Cl) OUTPUT OUTPUT

o ~ ®~2RC~

FiG. 13. Mechanism graph for the circuit of Fig. 10’s output.

9With one exception, I haven’t figured out what to do if the circuit contains both positive
feedback involving positive impedancesand negative feedbackusing negative impedances—Idoubt
that any circuit in existencedependson it.
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p~

FIG. 14. Splits and joins.

the componentit is a current of. If the quantity is a voltage with respectto
ground, it is labeled by the name of the non-ground node. Otherwise the
voltagevertex is labeledby its pair of circuit nodes.If there is room, the label
is printed inside the vertex, otherwiseit is printed above it.

Not all causal graphsare straight lines. A causalgraph may contain splits
and joins (Fig. 14). A split occursat a vertexwith out-degreegreaterthanone.
Such a vertex representsa quantity that directly causestwo other quantitiesto
change,both of which eventuallycontribute to the output. A join occursat a
vertex with in-degreegreaterthan one. In this casethe changein the quantity
is causedby the simultaneouschangein all the antecedentquantities.A graph
representsa single argument.Most splits and joins are the direct result of
particular circuit mechanisms,but some splits and joins are necessaryto
account for the difference in numberof inputs and outputs. Feedforward is
usedto describethesituation wheretwo pathsoriginating at a split recombine
at a join.

5.1. Feedback in the mechanismgraph

In order to representfeedback,the mechanismgraph is augmentedto include
thegraphsfor theerrorsignals,whereextradashededgesareincludedto indicate
where signals feed hack into comparison points. As a consequenceof this
modification,the mechanismgraph is a digraphcontainingcycles.

Fig. 16 is the completemechanismgraph for Fig. 15. The feedbacksignal is

Except for R F

ft 1 is top terminal
and ft 2 is bottom terminal.

V

81

PP

\ 82

FIG. 15. Feedback amplifier (CE-FEEDBACK).
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thecurrentflowing from resistorRFinto node INPUT. This current is deduced
by applying Ohm’s law to the voltage determinedby applying KVL to nodes
INPUT, FP and GROUND. So both the voltageat INPUT andthe voltage at
FP contributeto the fedbacksignal.

6. TeleologicalAnalysis

Circuits are designedandmanufacturedto achievespecific functions.As these
artifactshave to be convenientlydesigned,efficiently manufacturedand easily
maintained,the designerattemptsto make his circuits as simple as possible.
Thesedesideratadictate that every componentmustcontributein someway to
the ultimatepurposeof thecircuit. For designedartifacts, everycomponentcan
be related to the ultimate function of the device. This is the teleological
perspective.

Teleology plays such a fundamentalrole in understandingcircuits, that
electrical engineering has agreed upon a languagefor discussingit. Causal
analysis provides a method for automaticallydeterminingthe teleology of a
circuit in the nomenclatureof electricalengineers.

6.1. Configurations

The question,“What is thepurposeof Ri?” can be answeredat manylevels. A
very simple kind of teleology can be defined using the mechanismgraph of a
circuit. The mechanismgraph is a global descriptionof how thecircuit achieves
its input/output behavior, and the purpose of an individual component is
definedby how it contributesto this mechanism.In particular, a taxonomy of

(E2 Cl)

~E1

OJTPUT CUfPjT

FIG. 16. Complete mechanism graph for Fig. 15.
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rolesa componentcan play definesall the possiblelocal causalpatterns(called
configurations)in which it canappearin themechanismgraph.By local, I mean
propagationsmade using the componentmodels and their immediateante-
cedentsand consequents.The taxonomy proposedhere is an expandedand
formalizedversion of the languageelectricalengineersuse. A great amountof
lore, rules of thumb and advice is associatedwith eachcomponentconfigura-
tion. The configuration provides a kind of index key into the data base of
knowledgeavailableabout the component.

Consider the resistor as an example. The resistor is a relatively simple
passivecomponentand electrical engineersdo not have a formal vocabulary
for describingits functions.Nevertheless,its simplicity makesit easy to seehow
causal analysisdistinguishesroles for components.A similar analysiscan be
done for each componenttype. The basic resistor law is aL’ = 9i. This for-
mulation suggeststwo basic causalpatternsfor the resistor:one in which the
voltage causesthe current (i.e., au ~ ai) and one in which the current causes
the voltage (i.e., ai ~ c9~). By definition, within any particular mechanism
graph the resistor is usedin one of thesetwo ways.The resistormay contribute
to the mechanismgraph as a voltage-to-currentconverteror as a current-to-
voltageconverter.In this view a resistorhas two possiblefunctions. However,
closerexaminationshowsthat the resistorhas far more possibleroles.

The simplicity of the equation av = 9i hides most of the options. In actual
fact, the resistorhas iS possibleconfigurations.As KCL appliesto resistors,we
must also take into account the equation ai~1= ai~1.Thus, a resistor might
convertan input voltageto acurrentin terminal#1 which is thenpropagatedout,
or to acurrentin terminal #2. Analogously,the input to the resistormight he one
of those two currents.Theseconsiderationsresult in two types of current-to-
voltageconversion,two typesof voltage-to-currentconversion,and two types of
currentpropagation(i.e.. KCL alone).

Although a componentvoltage intrinsically refers to two terminals of a
component,it is often possibleto identify a distinguishedvoltage terminal. If a
KVL deduction is used to determine the input voltage, i.e., aL’~1~=

c1~~1~+ dV~. where ~ = 0 or ~t’~ = 0, then the input terminal is #2 ot~#1
respectively. If a KVL-heuristic is applied to a component. the terminal
connectedto the node at which the KVL-heuristic is applied is consideredthe
input terminal. If theoutput currentof the resistoris an immediateantecedent
to a KCL-heuristic, the output is reall a voltage-to-groundat the terminal.

Tables2 and3 illustrate the 18 primitive causalpatternsfor a resistor(as the
resistor is symmetric, #2 inputs are left out).

Examinethe mechanismgraphof Fig. 17. It mentionsresistorsRF, RC2 and
RB 1. As canhe seenfrom the diagram,the two inputsto RF are the voltagesat
its two ends and the output is a current. 1—lence, it is functioning in a
V-SENSOR configuration.The input to RC2 is a currentand the output is a
voltage at thesamenode. thus it is functioning in an I-LOAD configuration.On
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TABLE 2. Resistorcausalpatterns

Input

Output

j.~ i

~-i * BIAS

L’~ V-LOAD V-TO-I-COUPLE
v~ V-SENSOR V-SENSOR

TABLE 3. Resistorcausalpatterns

Input

Output

u,~ Lg’ V#t*2

i~1 1-LOAD 1-TO-V-COUPLE 1-SENSOR
‘•~ * DIVIDER DIVIDER

theotherhand,the input to RB 1 is a current and the output is a voltageso RB1 is
functioning in the 1-TO-V-COUPLEconfiguration.

Componentsthat only participatein local feedbackloops do not explicitly
appearin the mechanismgraph.The causalconfigurationsof thesecomponents
aredeterminedby applyingthestandardconfigurationpatternsas if thereflected

~E2 Ci)

JJTPUT OUTPJT

FIG. 17. Mechanism graph with resistor configurations.
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signal were the input, and the heuristically deducedvalue the output. For
example, RC1 doesnot appear in the mechanismgraphbut it contributesto a
reflected currentsubstantiatinga KCL-heuristic, and thuscausally it functions
as an I-LOAD. So doesRB2.

It is important to note that the samecomponentmaycontributein more than
oneway to the circuit mechanism.A resistormay be exhibiting more thanone
of the configurationslisted in Tables2 and 3. For example,a resistormay be
converting a voltage to two different currents which propagate through
different regionsof the circuit. However, noneof the resistorsof the circuit of
Fig. 10 exhibits a dual purpose.

6.2. No-function-in-structure

One of the central tenetsof qualitativephysics is the no-function-in-structure
principle (NFIS): the laws of the parts of a componentmay not presumethe
functioningof the whole [6]. 1 havenot stressedthis issueearlieras it is implicit
in electrical engineering.The definition of causalconfigurationjust presented
providesa simple meansto motivate the conceptby illustrating how easy it is
to violate this principle.

Electrical engineering incorporatesNFIS implicitly in its choice of con-
ventions and notations.Likewise, the notation of qualitativephysics is chosen
to makeit difficult to violate NFIS. However,if we were moreliberal in writing
componentsmodels,it would be quite easyto violate NFIS.

Tables2 and 3 present18 different causalconfigurationsfor resistorfunction-
ing. Given a more generalnotation,eachof these18 different causalconfigura-
tionscould be encodedasseparatecomponentmodels.For example.aV-LOAD
model is 3u~~ Bi1 and a V-TO-I-COUPLE is BL’~1~ Bi~2.If causal analysis
used these iS models (using similarly developed models for the other com-
ponent types). there would be no need for the heuristicsor the causally am-
biguous Ohm~slaw. The task of causal analysis would he to identify which
of the possiblemodels for a componentwere applicable in the given circuit
being analyzed.The attraction of this approach is that the causal heuristics
become superfluous, as a choice of component model implicitly involves
making an assumption.

This approachunfortunatelyleadsto incompletemodels.In qualitativeanalysis
genei-allv there is a seductivetendencyto confuse function with structure.For
example, one might analyze a few circuits, notice that resistors were either
BIAS’s. V-TO-I-COUPLE’sor I-LOAD’s andbuild amodelwhich incorporated
only thosepossibilities.This modelwould be agrossviolation of theno-function-
in-structureprincipleasit would presumethat the resistordoesnot ever function
as, say, a V-SENSOR.The circuit of Fig. 10 could not be analyzedcorrectly.
I lowever, thosecircuits which only usedresistorsasBIAS’s, V-TO-I-COUPLE’s
or 1-LOAD’s would he analyzedcorrectly.
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Qualitative physics attempts to achieve no-function-in-structure by insisting

that the modelsare as general and context-freeas possible.Thus, for example.
although the KCL- and KVL-heuristics could he incorporated into the com-

ponentmodels,they are not. Instead,eachmodel and law is general. local and
parsimonious.A side benefit of this approachis that it is nü~~possihlc to

identify systematicallyall the possiblefunctional roles of a resistorby looking
at all the possiblemechanismgraphcontextsin which the resistorcan appear.

6.3. Transistor configurations

Electrical engineeringdistinguishesthreeconfigurationsin which the transistor
is capableof providing useful amplification. Each configuration has a unique
combinationof input impedance,output impedance.voltage gain, and current
gain. The most familiar transistorconfiguration is thecommon-emitter(CE) in
which the input is applied to the base and the output is taken off of the
collector. The emitter provides the common terminal between input and
output. In the common-base(CB) configuration the input is applied to the
emitter and the output is taken off of the collector. The base provides the
common terminal. In the common-collectorconfiguration the input is applied
to the baseand the output is taken off of theemitter. This configuration is also
called the emitter-follower configuration.

The correct transistorconfiguration is determinedby the input and output
variablesof the transistorand these are determinedin the same way as for
resistor configurations. However, in laying out the possibilities many more
transistorconfigurationscome to the fore. A transistorcan be usedto compare
two independentsignals(the SUM configuration).As it also can be vie’.~edas
two back-to-backdiodes it has many of the analogousconfigurations as a
resistor(i.e., loading, sensing,and coupling). Table 4 summarizesthe possible
transistorconfigurations.

TABLE 4. Transistorconfigurationsfor forward active region

Input

Output

1E 1B ~c ~8.E

VE LOAD-Q COUPLE-Q CB
vs CC LOAD-Q CE SENSE-Q

VB.E SENSE-Q SENSE-Q SUM *

Table5 summarizesall the configurations for the circuit of Fig. 10. ‘(C)’ indic-
atesa causal (i.e., part of mechanismgraph) configuration; ~(F)’indicates a (non-
local) feedback(i.e., part of mechanismgraph but on a feedbackpath); and ‘(R)’
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TABLE 5. ConfIgurationsfor CE-FEEDBACK

Component Contiguratlofl

01 CE(C)
LOAD-Q(R)

02 CE(C)
CC(F)

LOAD- 0(R)
RCI 1-LOAD(R)
RC2 I-LOAD(C)
RB2 l-LOAD(R)
RB I I-TO-V-COIJPLE(F)
RF V-SENSOR(F)

1-LOAD (R)

indicatesa reflection (i.e., supportinga heuristicpropagationin the mechanism
graph)configuration.Qi functionsin the common-emitterconfigurationon the
signal path and LOAD-Q configuration in a reflection to the input signal. Q2
functions as a common-emitterstageto the output and as a common-collector
stagefeedingthe signal back to the input. RCI is functioning asan I-LOAD in
a reflectionconfiguration,RC2 is functioning asan I-LOAD on thecausalpath
to the circuit output. RF is functioning as a V-SENSORfor the feedbackpath
and as a reflection for the input signal. RBI (with RB2) converts the tran-
sistor’soutput current to a voltage to be comparedand fed back.

6.4. Fragment graph

The taxonomy of componentconfigurationsdevelopedin Sections6.1 and6.4
can be used to parsethe mechanismgraph. Each componentfunctioning in a
particular configuration characterizesa subgraph of connected edges and
verticesin the mechanismgraph.Theseare the prinhiriue teleologicalfragments
of the circuit. As the output of every componentis connectedto the input of
someothercomponent,the fragmentscan be connectedtogetherin a topology
homomorphic to that of the original mechanismgraph. The result of this
processis an abstractdescriptionof the functioning of the circuit in terms of
thebasic rolesof thecomponents.Fig. 19 is the fragmentgraphcorresponding
to the mechanismgraph of Fig. 16.

Verticescorrespondingto thecomponentrolesarelabeledby their type. The
different configurationsaregroupedinto eight different classeswhich delineate
the genericactionsof fragments(e.g., input/output,coupling and amplification
stage).Most classesare broken down further into types (e.g., the common-
emitter, common-collectorand common-basetransistorconfigurations).The
completeontology usedby EQUAL IS given in Table 6.
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LOOP GLUE LOOP

FIG. 19. Primitive fragmentsof mechanismgraph for CE-FEEDBACK.

Not all these fragmentstypesoccur in the circuit CE-FEEDBACK or the
componentconfiguration tables.Fragmenttypes SPLIT andJOIN are usedto
describe feedforward mechanismswhere two signals split and later rejoin.
CASCADE and FEEDBACK configurations are abstract fragnients intro-
duced in the Section 6.5.

As in the mechanismgraph, the samecomponentma\ fulfill multiple roles.
Hence, for example, Q2 appearstwice in the fragment graph: once in the
common-emitterconfiguration in the main signal path and once in the com-
mon-collectorconfigurationon the feedbackpath.

6.5. An amplifier parser

In the first two steps of the recognition processcausal analysis applied to the

TABLE 6

Class T\ pe Description

I0
SI ~\I PLI N G

COMPARISON
SPL1T
JOIN

STAGE
DIFF-2- 1

COUPLING

INPUT.OUTPUT
NODE.LOOP
N OD F .LOOP

unused
‘0 LTAG ES.CURRENTS

CE.CC. CB .CASCA D E,FEED B ACK
SU ~..I

GLUE,V-LOAD,WIRE,I-LOAD,
V-SENSOR,V-TO-I-COUPLING,

I-TO-V-COUPLING.SENSE-Q,LOAD-Q,
COUPLE-Q,BIAS,LEVEL

signalson boundar~
feedback sampling point

feedback comparison p~iit

signal splits n \va\ s

o sienals combine
amplif\ ing stage

ditierential amplifier

1~1PUT NODE I-LOAD OUTPUT

I -TO-V-COUPLE
IN

signal couplers
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circuit’s topology constructs a representation of the circuit’s abstract
mechanism(Fig. 16) and the role eachcomponentplays in this mechanism(Fig.
19). The final stepperformstopologicalmanipulationson this representationof
circuit mechanismill order to construct a hierarchical decomposition of the
mechanism with the ultimate purpose at the most abstract level using the
fragment graph as its base.

COUPLING fragmentsonly couple signals from one part of the circuit to
another. As they perform no useful amplifIcation, fan-in or fan-out roles the
first parsing step is to incorporate all of them into their adjacentfragments.
The result is Fig. 20.

Although pure reflections are never included in the mechanism graph.
feedbackwhich is both local and global must he included. A parsing rule is
required to removethe local feedbackloop, leaving the global one in place.
The substitution rule is given in Fig. 21. The resultantfragment graph is Fig.

The circuit can now be (correctly)parsedasa feedbackamplifier followed h~
a common-emitterstage.However, there is an alternateparsingof the circuit
which gives a better accountof the gains (a topic discussedin more detail in
[11]). EQUAL is alsoconcernedwith determiningthe input/outputcharacteristics
of each circuit fragment in terms of input impedance,output impedance,
transresistance.currentgain, voltagegain, andtransconductance.In particular,
it determinesapproximaterangesfor their valuesandhow stablethey are. The
fragment graph of Fig. 22 implies that the feedbackaction doesnot stabilize
the gain of Q2’s CE configuration. However, Q2’s collector and emitter
currentsare identical, thusthe feedbackaction also stabilizesthe gain of Q2’s
configuration. For this reason EQUAL employs an additional parsing rule to
rewrite the fragment graph (and the gains of the fragments—althoughthat is

FIG. 20. Parseof CE-FEEDBACK after removing COUPLING.
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FIG. 21. Local feedback substitution rule.

not discussedhere). Fig. 23 illustratesthis rule. The resultantfragmentgraph is
Fig. 24.

Two active componentconfigurations(stages)can be combinedinto a single
fragment called a CASCADE. After applying this cascaderule the fragment
graph is Fig. 25. All feedbackloops are of the form of Fig. 26 and may be
summarized.The result of applying this rule is Fig. 27. The parseterminatesat
the point asthe pattern of input-amplifier-output is a valid amplifier.

The purposeof a fragment is given by the role it plays in the more abstract
fragmentsin which it participates.The role name is provided by the rewrite
rule. For example, the two antecedentstagesfor the cascaderule are called
STAGEI and STAGE2. The rewrite rules in order of application are (the
antecedentroles, if any, are listed in parentheses):

I FLUSH-GLUE( )
Removeall COLPLI.VG and FEEDBACK COUPLI.VG

2 CASCADE(ST.IGEI.STAGE2)
Combinesuccessivestages

[‘1G. 22. Parse of CE-FEEDBACKafter remo’ing local feedback.
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a

FIG. 23. Sampling rewrite rule.

FIG. 24. Parse of CE-FEEDBACK after applying sampling rewrite rule.

FIG. 25. Parse of CE-FEEDBACK after cascading stages.
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<AMPLIFIER>

<AMPLF~ER>

3 LOCAL-FEEDBACK(
Removelocal feedback

4 UNLOOPS(
Move samplingpoint back~t’ard

5 FEEDBACK(COMPARISON.BASIC-ANIPLIFIER.SA\IPLING.FEEDBACK-

NET\VORK)
Feedbackamplifier

6 TOP-LEVEL(INPUT-NETWORK.STAGE.OUTPUT-NETWORK)
Termirmanon

The orderingof theserules is important. For example.interchangingthe rules

UNLOOPSand FEEDBACK causesfaulty anal ses.
The hierarchical description generatedby the fragment rewrite rules pro-

vides a detaileddescriptionof the role of eachcomponentof the circuit. The

following is EQI2ALS explanationfor the purposeof eachof the componentsin
CE-FEEDBACK. Reflection configurationsare left out unlessand component
is functioning only in a reflection configuration (i.e.. LOAD-Q for Q2 is left
out, while I-LOAD for RC 1 is included). Each rewrite rule assignsrole names
to eachfragment on its right-handsides.A separateexplanationis included for
each configuration of each component. The first line of each components
descriptionis its configuration.This is typically followed h~a sequenceof lines
of the form “Which is Krole) or ~ruleY’ which indicateshow the fragmentsthe
component is part of are parsed. Passivecomponentsin load configurations

<COMPARISON> M P LI NC>

Fio. 26. Feedback rewrite rule.

INPUT FEED-A~’1P OUTPUT

Fin. 27. Parseof CE-FEEDBACK after eliminating feedback.
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(which are otherwise removedby the FLuSH-GLUE rule) arc related to the
active componentsthc~’load.

01 is functioning in CE configuration.

\Vhich is STAGE I of C..-\SCADE
Which is BASIC-A,\IPLIFIER of FEEDBACK
Which is Sf.-\GE of TOP-LEVEL

02 is functmoningin LOOP configuration.
Which is S.A\IPLING of FEEDBACK
Which is STAGE of TOP-LEVEL

Q2 is functioning in CE configuration.
Which is STAGE2 of CASCADE
Which is BASIC-.-\NIPLIFIER of FEEDB.-\CK
Which is STAGE of TOP-LEVEL
And.

02 is functioning in CC configuration.
Which is FEEDBACK-COUPLING of FEEDBACK-NETWORK
Which is FEEDBACK-NETWORK of FEEDB.ICK

Which is STAGE of TOP-LEVEL

RCI is functioning in I-LOAD configuration.
For 01 functioning in CE configuration.
\Vhich is STAGE I of C.ASC.ADE
Which is BASIC-.A\IPLIFIER of FEEDB.ACK
Which is STAGE of TOP-LEVEL

RC2 is functioning in I-LOAD configuration.
Which is COUPLING of OUTPUT-NETWORK
Which is OUTPUT-NETWORK of TOP-LEVEL

RBI is functioning in I-TO-V-COUPLE configuration.
Which is FEEDBACK-COUPLING of FEEDBACK-NETWORK
Which is FEEDBACK-NETWORK of FEEDBACK
Which is STAGE of TOP-LEVEL

RB2 is functioning in 1-LOAD configuration.

For 02 functioning in CC confIguration.
Which is FEEDBACK-COUPLING of FEEDBACK-N ET\VORK

Which is FEEDBACK-NETWORK of FEEDBACK
Which is STAGE of TOP-LEVEL

RF is functioning in V-SENSORconfiguration.
Which is FEEDBACK-COUPLINGof FEEDBACK-NETWORK
Which is FEEDBACK-NETWORK Of FEEDBACK
Which is STAGE of TOP-LEVEL

Much more work can be gottenout of teleology than is presentedhere.First,
it is possibleto define the set of rewrite rules to cover a wide classof amplifiers
and power-supplies.Second,it is possibleto include estimatesof the gain and
impedancesof stagesand adjust these in the parsing process.For example,
feedbackhas a dramatic effect on gainsand impedances.Third, voltage and
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currentsourcesneedto be analyzedwith different typesof rules. Another report

[11] extendsthe outline presentedin this paper into these three areas.

6.6. The power of the teleological parse

The teleologicalanalysis constructsa canonical form for circuit functioning.
This has two immediateadvantages.First, it identifies the role eachcomponent
plays in the composite device. Electrical engineers associate with each
configuration a large body of knowledgeof how it is used,what its peculiar
characteristicsare, what its failure modesare, etc.Thus, the parse providesan
index into this body of knowledge.For example,onceit is recognizedthat the
transistoris acting as a common-emitteramplifier, knowledge about its prob-
lems, frequencyresponse,etc. can be accessed.Second.canonicalizationhelps
identify similar circuits. For example,two circuits may haveradically different
schematics,but at a given level of abstraction they may both be series-
regulatedpower-supplies.The techniquesoutlined here apply to fluid, hydrau-
lic, mechanical, etc. systems as well, so the language of mechanism is
sufficiently powerful to notice a mechanicalanalogof some electrical system,
becauseat somelevel they have thesamefragmentgraph.

7. Ambiguity

Sections3—6 developedthestructure-to-functionanalysisvery quickly, glossing
over many details. In these concluding sections,we step back and examine
someof theseglossed-overissuesin moredetail. The advantageof showingthe
role of teleology first, is that it now providesa motivation andorganizationfor
dealingwith some of theseharderproblems.

Qualitative analysisis fundamentallyambiguous.It is often possible to find
more than onequalitativevalue or more than onecausalargumentfor a circuit
quantity. When this occurs EQUAL considersboth possibilities simultaneously
and producesmultiple causal argumentsfor the circuit’s behavior(s).Other.
non-causal, reasoning must he used to select amongst the possibilities.
However, before dealing with the mechanicsof selection it is important to
consider the origin of ambiguity and the generationof the possibilities.

7.1. The origin of ambiguity

Due to thecoarsedistinctions of thequalitative valueset.qualitati\e analysisis
ambiguouscomparedto quantitativeanalysis.However.onewould have hoped
I hut qualitati\e analysiswere unambiguous~ ith respectto itself. i.e.. that given
~t qualitativedescriptionof a situation it producesa distmet qualitativedescrip-
lion of the behavior.Unfortunately. this is not possibleand. evenqualit~ttively,
heli a~ior is ambiguous.The root causeof this alllhiguit\ is that the LI ualitat ive
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operatorsdo not define a field and hencemost of the usual theoremsof linear
algebraandnetworktheoryupon which our intuitionsarebasedfail to hold. For a
more detaileddiscussionsee [6].

It is important to note that the ambiguity does not result from the im-
plementationchoicesdiscussedin Section3.2. Adding KCL or KVL confluences
doesnot removeany ambiguity.

7.2. Global ambiguity

The task of causal analysis is to identify all possible globally consistent
behaviors.The only way more than one behaviorcan arise is if there aresome
ambiguities in the propagation.It is important to note that a single heuristic.by
itself, does not introduce any ambiguity. Rather,an ambiguity is oIll\’ intro-
duced if at some point in the propagationtwo or more heuristicsapply. The
ambiguity is whethereither one or both of the heuristicsare valid. However, it
is not possible to tell, locally, which is the case. Only additional propagation
can distinguish amongthe possibilities.

The only mechanismfor disambiguation is contradictiondetection. Suppose
heuristicsA and B apply at sonic impasse.There is now a potential ambiguity
between{A}, {B} and {A, B}. A contradiction involving only A, rules out {A}
and ~A, B} leaving B as the only option. Likewise a contradiction involving
only B, leaves A as the only option. Both these contradictionscompletel~
remove the local ambiguity (and hencethe global ambiguity). However. there
is a third case which we haven’t vet considered,neither A nor B may
individually contradict, however their combination {A. B} might. In this situa-
tion eitherA or B holds, but not at once.Then, and only then, is therea global
ambiguity.

7.3. Implementation

The algorithm explores all possibilities at once, never backtracking(which is
unnecessaryif the underlying algorithm will find all the possibilities). The
propagatoris essentiallythe sameas theone usedearlierpropagatingKCL and
KVL first, then componentrules, and finally heuristics.

The implementation makes no commitments about global ambiguity until
propagation finishes. As each value triple (i.e., Kqcalue,{assuinptions},
justifications(s)))carrieswith it the set of assumptionsunder which it holds,
each value carrieswith it the ambiguitiesthat matter to it. This designde-
cision has other important benefits. It is not necessaryto have a completely
separatecausalargumentstructurefor eachglobal ambiguity. For example,a
multi-stageamplifier may haveno ambiguity until the last stage.All of thecells
for the earlier stageswill have only one value which applies to all global
ambiguities.The causalargument for any value in the last stageonly differs
within that final part of the argumentwithin the last stage.Aside from the
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obvious efficiency advantagesof this approach,with this representationit is
trivial to seewheretwo global ambiguitiesdiffer.

In thesimple propagatoreachcell representinga circuit quantity could have
at most one value. When a secondvalue was discovered,one of the two would
be chosenand propagatedfurther. Now each cell may have any number of
value triples and each propagated.It is important to note that when a cell
receivesa second value, the other values in the cell are not changed. In
particular, the justification tree of a propagationdoesnot changeeven if other
valuesare discoveredfor the cells of its antecedentvalues.As a consequence.
the set of assumptionsunderlyinga propagatedvalue neverchange.

Care must be taken to identify all contradictionsand ensurethat only the
simplest argument is propagated.Both of these goals are achieved by the
algorithm which addsa new value to a cell. If the qualitative expressionof a
new value triple differs from the qualitative expressionof an existing value
triple, the union of the set of assumptionsof the old and new value triples is
marked as contradictory. (And all superset assumptionsetsare also marked
contradictory and all other value triples dependingon theseassumptionssets
are removedfrom the cells and EQUAL’S propagationqueues.)If the new value
triple is equal to an old value triple (i.e., samequalitative expression,same
justification. and sameassumptionset) it is ignored. Simpler value triples have
fewer assumptions.If the assumptionset of the new value triple is a superset
of an old value triple’s, the new value triple is likewise discarded. If the
assumptionset of the new value triple is a subsetof an old value triple’s, the
old value triple is discardedinsteadand all its consequentsare removed from
the cells and the queues.Only if the new value triple passesthese tests is it
added to the cell and allowed to propagatefurther. Thus, the simplest causal
argument is found for eachcell, and no contradictory value triples are prop-
agated.

The implementationfor the constraintsthemselvesmust also he modified to
acceptmultiple-valuedantecedentsarid to run multiple times. Naively, if a rule
hastwo antecedentsthe first having n values,the second~n values,the rule is
applied nm times producing nm results. Unfortunately, the situation is far
more subtle: this simple schemeis extremely inefficient and producesfaulty
propagations.It is unnecessaryto apply the rule to cell valuespresent the last
time the rule was run. The new values can be easily distinguished from old
values:the new valuesare on the queueof pending propagations,in addition.
it is not worth the effort of generating the result if it is known to he
contradictory. This is done by precomputing the union of the antecedent
assumptionsets to determinewhether they are contradictory (i.e.. contain a
contradictionas a subset).

Supposea particular heuristic is used twice during a causalanal~sis with the
same antecedentcells. hut different values of those cells. And furthermore.
Supposethe ensuingpropagationsfrom the two assumptionsinteract.This case.
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which occurs rarely, is clearly wrong by the preceding argument. This is
avoided by treating each instanceof a heuristic, even those having the saiiie
antecedentcells as mutually contradictor~.

Applications of heuristicsrequire special care. A heuristic usefully applies
only if there is an impassein the causal propagation,hut if cells contain
multiple value triples it is harderto seewhetheran impassehas been reached
within some assumptionset.The algorithm usedis complex, but it is equivalent
to an efficient implementationof the following simple and inefficient scheme.
As usual run heuristic rules last, and just assumethat every value is at an
impasse.The pruning algorithm which applieswhen multiple valuesare added
to a cell eliminates at the unnecessaryheuristic applications. The actual
implementationof the algorithm looks ahead to see whether the pruning
algorithm would immediatelyeliminate the heuristic.

As manipulationof setsof assumptionsis themost fundamentalandcommon
type of operation of causal analysis,some care must be taken to implement
these potentially complex algorithms. EQUAL uses a subset of a full TMS
algorithm (see [5] for a description)which is highly optimized for the opera-
tions neededfor qualitativereasoning.Eachassumptionand setof assumptions
is made unique and hashed into a lattice structure. This lattice structure
directly representssupersetandsubsetrelationshipsamongsets.Contradictions
are automatically inherited along supersetlinks and the databaseof values is
updated.The datastructureis optimized for the two mostcommonoperations:
addingan assumptionto a set andcomputingtheunion of two sets.Aside from
being optimized for causal analysis, this simple TMS has anothersignificant
advantageover Doyle’s and McAllester’s [14, 25]. Those TNIS~sforce the
databaseto hold oneconsistentset of facts in at a time. Every contradiction
brings different facts in and changesjustifications for deductions.In EQUALS

scheme,multiple inconsistentviews can he representedand comparedat the
sametime, andadditionally the justifications for deductionsare neverchanged.
The latter property is critical for causalanalysis, and the former property is
critical for comparingalternativecausalargumentsfor a circuit quantity (dis-
cussedin Section8.2).

8. Interpretations

An interpretation is a global point of view for circuit behavior which selectsa
single value for every cell, a coherentoverall framework for circuit behavior,
and a single mechanismgraph.If the analysisis ambiguous,thecircuit will have
multiple interpretations.A fundamentalsuccesscriteriaof qualitativeanalysis
is that the set of interpretations must be complete and realizable. Every
possible behavior of every possible ideal circuit must be describedby some
interpretation (completeness)and every interpretation generatedby causal
reasoningmust correspondto an ideal physically realizablecircuit (realizabil-
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ity). Put concretely, each of the six interpretations for CE-FEEDBACK (see
Table 7) correspondsto the behavior of a version of CE-FEEDBACK with
parametervalues picked appropriately, and the behavior produced by any
assignmentof parametervaluesfor CE-FEEDBACK is describedby oneof the
interpretations.

Table 7 includes every circuit variable except the second current for
two-terminal components.‘#‘ indicatesthat no causalvalue is found for these
quantities. Causal propagation only finds values for the interesting circuit
variables.

As realizability andcompletenessare fundamentalto qualitativereasoning,I
want to be very preciseby what I meanby ‘ideal’: an ideal circuit behavesin
accordancewith thecomponentmodelsof electricalengineers.Although these
quantitativemodelsare extremelyaccurateand almost always adequate,they
may not completelydescribethe precisebehaviorof real physical components.
Realizability and completenesscan only be applied to the idealizationsof
electricalengineering.(Admittedly, I would like thesecriteria to alsohold with
respectto the real physical world but that would force this researchinto an
empirical methodology.)Of course,electricalengineerssometimesusedifferent
quantitative models and therefore realizability and completenessshould be
stateddifferently: given any set of quantitativemodels,causalanalysisworking
with the correspondingqualitative models should produce realizable and
completeinterpretationswith respectto thosequantitativemodels.

TABLE 7. Causal interpretations.
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8.1. Constraint satisfaction vs. causal analysis

Although realizability and completenessdefine the goal of causalanalysis.the~
are very hard to attain in practice. However, it is possible to apply them
partially and this partial technique~~asused to dehug EQUAL. the component
models and the heuristics. The ultimate test of qualitative analysis can he
broken down into three steps: (I) quantitative modelsdescribephysical com-
ponents. (2) qualitative models describe‘ideal’ quantitative models, and (3)
causalargumentsdescribeeachqualitativebehavior.We avoid the first stephv
simply leavingquantitativemodeling to the electricalengineersand physicists.
The correctnessof thesecondstepis achievedb beingsystematicin construc-
ting the componentmodels(see [6]). The correctnessof the last step can he
evaluatedexplicitly. In particular, every qualitatively possiblehehaviorshould
havea causalargument.This can be testedby explicitly stating everyqualita-
tive equation that causalpropagationusesand solving the systemof equations
thus producedwith a conventionalconstraint satisfaction techniquewhich is
unencumberedwith producing causal arguments.The constraint satisfaction
algorithm is equivalent to generateand test so it is guaranteedto find every
possible solution. Every possible qualitative behavior should have a cor-
respondingcausalanalysisand everypossiblecausalanalysisshouldcorrespond
to a possiblequalitativebehavior.

For example,CE-FEEDBACK is describedby 64 qualitativeequationsin 41
variables (adding more equations neither improves, or eliminates inter-
pretations).

Each transistoris modeledby threequalitativeequations:

aL’E~C,+ CI! C(Q’) = ~=E(Q2) (~VEic1 = 0,

aL’E~Cl+ 3~=B(Q2) 0, 3LINPUT ~1~C(Qi) = 0,

dL’I\PUT + ~~E(Qi) = 0, BVINPUT 0LB(Q1) = 0.

Ohm’s law for eachresistor is:

3Vcivcc+ 3l~i(Rci) 0, (~VFpE~+ai=~l(RBl)= 0
3VFP+ 3~~#I(RB’)= 0, aLFPl~PLT+ (9l=~I(RF)= 0,

~*i(RC2) — av~.CCOL~PUT= 0.

The battery model is:

avvcc = 0.

The input signal is:
3-.INPUT +

A KCL confluence is required for each component and node:
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~=INPUT 0-.#i(RF) 3!~.B(Qi) 0,

~i~÷(BI)+
3

L-(B1) 0,

~=+(Bi)+ Th *i(RC2)+ ai *i(RCL) = 0, etc.

A KVL equation is required for every three circuit nodes(35 equations).

aL’FPE,— aLFP.INPLT — ~LINPUTE2= U

~FP.CI — aLFPI\PUT— = 0,

~FP — (9UFPI\PLT — = 0 , etc.

In quantitative analysis such a set of equationshas a unique solution.
However, constraintsatisfactionreveals that the aboveset of confluenceshas
S5 solutions! Many of these interpretationsresult becausesome variable is
completelyunderconstrained.If totally unconstrainedquantitiesare eliminated
there are 41 interpretations(See Table 8; “~‘ is used to indicate the totally
unconstrainedvariables;for brevity, quantitieswith constantvalue are left out
and only one terminal current is included for two-terminal components).
Constraintsatisfactiondiscoversfar more interpretationsthan causal analysis
becausevalues for causally unimportantvariablesare included (as defined in
Section 3.4.5). Table 7 can be collapsed by merging causally unimportant
variables.In particular,if two interpretationsdiffer only in acausallyunimportant
variable,the interpretationsaremergedanda *‘ substitutedfor the uninteresting
variable. Note that the values for uninterestingvariables which need not he
mergedareleft unchanged.The resultafter mergingis flv~interpretations(Table
9).

Table 9 matchesTable 7 asfollows: I to 4. 2 to 5, 3 to 3, 4 to 3. 5 to 2, and 6
to 1. A comparisonof the resultsof causalanalysisand constraintsatisfaction
reveals two curiosities. As expected.constraint satisfaction discovers many

more values, hut always for causally uninterestingvariahles.Second,there are
fewer interpretations generated h~constraint satisfaction than with causal
analysis.Constraint satisfaction interpretation 3 (Table9) correspondsto causal

interpretations3 and 4 (Table 7). Causalinterpretations 3 and 4 differ only in
uninterestingvariables~L’E~Q~’TpUT. (~LFiVCC and (~UE:.Causalanalysisproduced
differing values for these uninterestingquantities because these two inter-
pretationshavediffering mechanismgraphs.Note that causalanalysisdoes not
reliably produceall valuesfor uninterestingquantities.For example.the full 41
interpretationconstraintsatisfaction(Table 8) shows that At E2.\ ~ and Ac~~can
both he zero, while no causalinterpretationshowsthis.

It is more difficult to collapse causal interpretationsthan constraint satis-
faction interpretationshecausethe causal argumentsand mechanismgraphs
need to be mergedas well. However. on the basisof qualitative values alone.
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TABLE 9. Satisfaction interpretations
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causal analysis and constraintsatisfactionpredict the sameset of behaviors.
Thus, for CE-FEEDBACK every possiblebehaviorhasa causalargumentand
every possiblecausalargumentcorrespondsto a possiblebehavior.The desi-
deratumis that this be true for every possiblecircuit. Note, however,that the
numberof interpretationsneednot alwaysmatch.Sometimes,asis thecasewith
CE-FEEDBACK the sameconstraintsatisfaction analysismay have multiple
causalanalyses.This also occurs in the few rare instanceswherethe identical
behavior(interestingand uninterestingquantities)has multiple causalexplana-
tions. There will never he more constraint satisfaction interpretationsthan
causal interpretationsdue to the merging of uninterestingvariables.

The technique of constraint satisfaction is used extensively in debugging
EQUAL and its modelsas well as experimentingwith differing heuristics.EQLAL

has been run ‘on hundredsof examples.For each, the causal and constraint
satisfaction interpretations have been compared (via another program) to
confirm that every possiblebehavior has a causalargument.The evidenceon
the adequacyof the K\’L and KCL equation formulation was obtained using
thesemeans.

8.2. Causalinterpretations

Although causal analysis finds values for each circuit quantity. it does not
separateout which valuesbelong to which causalargumentor global behavior.
This is the role of causal interpretations. Unlike the notion of constraint-
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satisfactioninterpretationswhich ariseout of differencesin qualitative values,
causal interpretationsarise out of differencesin causal assumptions.A causal
interpretationis definedby a set of assumptionsand selectsthosevalue triples
whose assumptionset is a subsetof the interpretationassumptionset. Each
interpretation is intended to correspondto a single global behavior and the
valuesfor a single well-formed mechanismgraph.

The remainderof this section presentscriteria for selecting among these
interpretationsto identify which one best describesthe ‘normal’ behavior of
the circuit. The set of tentativeinterpretationsis generatedby finding all sets
of assumptionswhich (1) could be a valid assumptionset for a value; imaginea
final circuit value whose antecedentswere every circuit quantity: the assump-
tion set must be contradiction-free,(2) is maximal, i.e., the inclusion of any
additionalassumptioneither introducesa contradictionor addsno information,
and(3) is minimal, i.e., the removalof any assumptionremovesall valuesfrom
some circuit quantity. CE-FEEDBACK has 6 causal interpretations:

1: {[INPUT INJ[FP RBI}[Q2 vBl[Cl Q1]}
2: {[INPUT IN}[FP RF RB1][Q2 t-’B][C’ Q1][RF v~1]}
3: C[INPUT IN][C1 Q1}[E2 RB1][RB1 v~-,}[FPRF][RF v~1]}
3: {[INPUT IN][E2 Q2][Q2 vB}[C1 Q1}[FP RFI[RF v~1]}
5: {[INPUT IN}[C1 02 Q1][Q2 L’E][E2 RB1][RB1 v~~][FPRF][RF v~]}
6: {[INPUT IN][C1 Q2][Q2 vE}[E2 RB1][RBI v~f~.,][FPRF][RF v~]}

This numberingcorrespondsto that of Table7.
Coincidentally,Interpretation1 is theonethedesignerprobablyintended.Its

mechanismgraphcorrespondsto the onewe havebeenusing earlier (Fig. 16).
Interpretations2 and 4 arise when there is no feedbackin the circuit, but the
signal is being amplified normally. Interpretations2 and 4 differ in the
behaviorsof circuit quantities(aroundnodeFP) not on themain signal path so
they have the same mechanismgraph. Fig. 13 illustrates the mechanism
graph. Interpretation 3 arises when the signal travels forward instead of
backward on the feedbackpath and combineswith the main signal at the
base-emitterof Q2. Its mechanismgraph is Fig. 28 and the flow is illustrated by
Fig. 29.

Interpretations5 and 6 occur when the signal reversingthe feedbackpath
dominatesand the gain along the normal signal path is non-existent.The
differencesbetweenInterpretations5 and6 (aroundnodeCl) do not affect the
output value so their mechanismgraphsare thesame.Fig. 30 is the mechanism
graphand Fig. 31 illustratesthe causal flow.

All but oneof theseinterpretationsare nonsensical.The secondand fourth
interpretations have a uselessRF. The third interpretation feedsforward a signal
that is ordersof magnitudesmaller than the signal it is added to at Q2. The
smaller signal through RF servesno purpose.The fifth and sixth interpretations
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FIG. 29. CE-FEEDBACK.
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FIG. 30. Interpretations5 and6 (Unity Gain) of CE-FEEDBACK.

haveno gain andQi and RCI neednot evenhe part of the circuit. Thesekinds
of judgments for choosing the ‘correct’ interpretation are made by EQUALS
teleological reasoning. The task of causal analysis is to produce all the
theoreticalpossibilities. With appropriatechoicesof resistorvalues and tran-
sistor gainseachof theseinterpretationscould arise.
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FIG. 28. Interpretation 3 (Feedforward)of CE-FEEDBACK.
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FIG. 31. CE-FEEDBACK.

8.3. Quantitative criteria
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and #2 is bottom terminal.

If the circuit is linear, given the numerical values of circuit parametersand
inputs, quantitative analysisproducesa single solution for the circuit. The
signs of the variablesdescribethe correct interpretation.As a consequencea
particular linear circuit can exhibit only one of its interpretationsand this
interpretationcan be determinedusing numericalanalysisor symbolic algebra.
Both of thesequantitativetechniquescan be avoided, as a small set of easily
appliedrules usuallyselectsthe correct interpretation.

8.4. Teleological criteria

The causal interpretationsdefine all the physically realizablebehaviorsof the
circuit. For most the circuits, one of these interpretationscan often be
identified as the one the designeroriginally intended. Knowing the ultimate
purposeof the circuit makes it easy to identify the correct interpretation.
Surprisingly, the correct interpretationcan be identified without knowing the
circuit’s ultimatepurpose.The conventionsfor circuit designareso stylizedand
the designeris undersuch tight economicconstraintsthat one interpretation
usually standsout as the one the designerintended.This sectionpresentsa
numberof selectioncriteria for identifying the correct interpretation.

Theseselectioncriteria all dependon the fact that thecircuit is well-designed
in the first place using functional criteria alone. If an engineeraddsa resistor
becauseit makes the schematiclook like a picture of his house,or adds a
uselesstransistorso he can advertiseit as a six insteadof five transistorradio,
the criteria may fail. The sameis true for badly designedcircuits or circuits
which cannot possibly work.

The first criterion is that the circuit has a non-zero(i.e., changing)output
signal. The designer cannot have intended the circuit to have no output signal.
CE-FEEDBACK has no such interpretations.

FP

R
81
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82
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The second criterion is that the circuit does not propagate a zero-value
assumingtwo currentsor voltagesexactlycancel.Suchsituationscanexistonly if
thesignalsperfectlybalance,which is impossiblein practicegiventhat theycome
from differentcircuit pathsand,in any case,canonly existmomentarilyin the face
of a changinginput signal. This criterion rules out Interpretations2 and 6 of
CE-FEEDBACK. Interpretation2 had thecurrentfrom RF perfectly balancing
the current from RB1. In Interpretation6 the collector currentof Qi exactly
equaledthe base current of Q2. Note that both of these are mathematical
possibilities,but no circuit could utilize sucha perfect balance.

Third, eachcomponentshould have a known causalconfiguration.Fourth,
causalor feedbackconfigurationsare preferredover reflection configurations
which are preferred over no configurations at all. Finally, there are some
configurationswhich are known, a priori, to be unlikely. These three criteria
implementthe intuition that thecorrect interpretationis the onewhich has the
‘best’ teleologicalexplanationfor eachcomponentof the circuit. This is based
on two presuppositions.First, causal analysis finds every possible behavior.
Second,that the taxonomy of componentconfigurations is complete or or at
leastcorrespondsto the onesdesignengineersare actually using.

The preferencecriteria are bestillustrated by an example.Table 10 lists all
the componentconfigurations.CE-FEEDBACK hasfour interpretations:cor-
rect (Fig. 16, Interpretation1), feedbackless(Fig. 13. Interpretation4), feed-
forward (Fig. 28, Interpretation3) and unity gain (Fig. 30, Interpretation5).
~(C)’,‘(F)’ and ‘(Ri indicate causal,feedbackand reflection configurations.

The interpretation which assigns the best purpose to each component is
preferred.As a causalor feedbackconfigurationcontributesdirectly to a circuit

TABLE 10. Interpretationconfigurationsfor CE-FEEDBACK

Con6 gu ration

Component Correct (1) Feedhackless(4) Feedfor~ard(3) Unitt gain (5)

01 CE(C) CE(C) CE(C) LOAD-Q(R)
LOAD-Q(R) LOAD-Q(R) LOAD-Q(R)

02 CE(C) CE(C) SUN1(C) CB(C)
CC(F) I0.AD-Q(R) SENSE-Q(R)

LOAD-Q(R)
RCI I-LOAD(R) I-LOAD(R) I-LOAD(R) I-LOAD(R)
RC2 I-LOAD(C) I-LOAD(C) I-LOAD(C) I-LO-\D(C)
RB2 I-LOAD(R) 1-LOAD(R) I-LOAD(R) I-LOAD(R)
RB 1 I-TO-V-COUPLE(F) I-LOAI)(R) DIVIDER(C) D1\ IDER(C)

I-LO.-\D(R) !-IOAD(R)
RF \-SENSOR(F) I-LO.-\D(R) DI\’IDER(C) D1\IDER(C)

I-LC)AD(R) I-LO.-\D(R) I-LOAD(R)
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output it is preferredover a reflection configuration. A reflection configuration
is preferredover no conhgurationat all. This preferenceorderingon ifldi\ idwil
componentconfigurationsplacesa partial order on interpretations which can
he representedas a lattice. The maximal elementsof the resulting lattice are
the feedforward and the correct interpretations. The feedforward inter-
pretation is preferredover the unity gain interpretation becauseit assignsa
causal purpose to QI (they both assign the same purpose types to the
remaining components,e.g.. Q2 functions in a causal configuration in both
interpretations).The correct interpretationis preferredover the feedbackless
interpretationbecauseit usesRF in a causalconfiguration.

Certain componentconfigurationsare unlikely a priori. For example. it is
very unlikely that a transistoris functioningin a SUM configuration(addingthe
voltagesat its emitterandbase)becausethe gains and input impedancesof the
base and emitter signal paths are so different. Also, it is unlikely that a
transistor is only functioning in LOAD-Q. COUPLING-Q, or SENSE-Q
configurations.All theseroles can be achievedfar more cheaply with a diode.
This preferenceestablishesanotherpartial order which almost always has a
single maximum. In the caseof CE-FEEDBACK, the correct interpretationis
preferredover the feedforwardconfigurationas it is unlikely Q2 is functioning
in a SUM configuration.

8.4.1. More selectioncriteria

If the circuit has more than one input or output (perhapsboth), then that
interpretation which has each input affecting as many outputs as possible is
preferred.

Only the feedbackpath from a single sampling point with the most active
componentsalong it is included in the mechanismgraph used to generate
configurationsand select interpretations.This final criterion applieswhen the
circuit has multiple intertwined feedback loops (in particular multiple com-
parison points from a single samplingpoint). With the rules so far, the wrong
interpretationwould be selected.

The only caseswhere thesecriteria have been observedto fail are circuits
which have some kind of symmetry (e.g., a push-pull output stage).For such
circuits, either the two interpretationsare identical and selectingeither one
would producea correct analysis,or the circuit switchesinterpretationsin its
normal functioning (a situation which cannotbe representedin EQUAL).

It is not hard to design a circuit for which they fail, but it is surprisingly
difficult to designacircuit for which it both fails andwouldsensiblybedesignedby
an experiencedanalogcircuit designer.To construct acounter-example,one
must come up with a circuit whose desired behavior was not expected by
an electrical engineer and whose design cannot be simplified (i.e., badly
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designedcircuits in which only a subsetof the componentswere performing

any useful function).

9. Operating Regions

Electricalengineersdescribethe behaviorof nonlinearcomponentswith piece-
wise linear approximations.The entire region of operationis brokendown into
a collectionof subregions,or states,within which thebehavioris approximately
linear. For example,thediode model is

= ~ — 1),

and its behavior is modeledby two regions. If v is small, e~T is nearly one
and the current is nearly zero. If v is large, the exponentialis nearly a straight
line and can be modeledby a simple resistor.Theseare called the on and off
regions.

The qualitativemodel usesthe sameregions:

= current into anode,
= voltage from anodeto cathode,

OFF: (vAc ~ L.~-), alA = 0,
ON: (VA ~> LT), ÔVA.C ~

The parenthesizedconditionsdefinethe regions.Thus, if the voltageacrossthe
diode is lessthan somethreshold,the diode is off and its currentconstant.For
silicon diodesVT = 0.55 volts, for germaniumdiodesthe thresholdis much less.

In qualitative analysis, nonlinearity is not as much of a problem as for
quantitative analysis.For example, the equation aVAC = alA equally well de-
scribes the behavior of a linear resistanceor an exponential diode effect.
Componentstatesare still important in qualitative analysiswhen behavior is
qualitatively different in different regions, however, it is not necessaryto
assumelinearity. Thus, qualitativemodeling has not precludedthe analysisof
nonlinearsystems.

The transistor is typically modeledby three regions: on, off and saturated.
However,thereis a fourth, often ignored,region important to digital circuitry
called the reverse-active(R-ON in themodel) region.The following is a model
for the NPN transistor (the PNP model is identical except that the state
specificationsare all reversed):

ON:

(vbC < VT, ~ ~

(~L’he::~ai~. (~L’h~— ~ (.:Ij~l , (~L’h~~ alb ;
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R-ON:

(vb~,~ ~
1b,e < VT)

C9Vcb~ ai~, ~V~b ~ ai~=0, ~Vcb~ ~b 0;

OFF:

(VbC < ~ Vb.e <

ai~= 0;

SATURATED:

I ,~ > ~
‘.. b,e — “T’ b.c —

8
Vbe — auCb ~ a!),

9.1. Composite circuit state

The compositestateof the overall circuit is definedin termsof thestatesof its
individual components.All of the analysesof CE-FEEDBACK presumedthat
both its transistorswere in their forward-activeregions.This compositecircuit
stateis representedas{(Qi ON) (Q2 ON)}. Using the abovetransistormodel it
can be seenthat the CE-FEEDBACK has 16 possiblecircuit states.For many
circuits, it is quite reasonableto assumethat unlessshown to the contrary,all
transistors are in their forward-active region. However, it is not necessaryto
dependon this presuppositionas the ‘normal’ compositestatecan usually be
determineddirectly. First, somecompositestatesare contradictoryin that they
have no causal interpretationsat all. Second, many composite stateshave
contradictoryquiescentmodelsor violate the boundaryconditions.Third, of
the remaining possiblestates,the sameteleological techniquesused to select
the correctinterpretationare usedto select the correctstate.

9.2. Implementation

The introduction of component states requires little additional machinery.
Componentstatesare treatedexactly as assumptions.The different regionsof
operationfor a componentare incompatibleassumptions.This has the com-
putational advantagethat compositestatessharevalues and that any set of
contradictory componentstatesimmediately rules out any supersetcomponent
stateset.Typically, in largercircuits, the stateof onetransistordeterminesthe
statesof its neighbors.As a consequence,theset of circuit statesneededto be
explored only grows linearly in the number of active components.

9.3. Quiescentanalysis

Quiescent analysis, unlike causal analysis, determines the values of the quan-
tities, not how they change. Neither causal analysis, teleological analysis nor
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interpretation selection utilizes quiescent analysis. This should not be too
surprising, as most circuits achieve their function by responding to changing
inputs or producing changing outputs. Quiescent analysis is important for
determining the possible compositestates of a circuit and for establishingsign
conventionsfor the printout of causal arguments.

For linear components, the quiescent and incremental models are identical.
Thus most of the quiescent models were presented in the beginning the paper.
The transistor,a nonlinearcomponent,hasa quite different quiescentmodel.
The values of the voltages can often be determined from the state
specifications.This is the NPN transistormodel.

ON:

(VbC < V~,Vbe~ VT),

[ib] = + , [i~}= + , [IeI — ‘ [Vbe] = + , [V~,e] = +

R-ON:

(VbC ~ VT, Vbe < VT),

[1b1+, ~ [je]4, [Vce], [ucbl;

OFF:

(VbC < V~,Vbe < VT),

[ib]=O, [i~J=0, [je10

SATURATED:

(Vbe ~ VT, Vbc~ VT),

[ib] = + [L’~e] = + [V~j= —

The propagationalgorithm of causalanalysiscan be usedto determinethe
quiescentvalues,but the heuristicsmake little senseand the propagationmay
reachan impasse.As causalexplanationsare unimportantfor quiescentanaly-
sis, brute-forceconstraintsatisfaction suffices to obtain the values (however,
the logical framework presentedin [6] will provide explanationsfor the con-
clusions,but they are just not causalexplanations).

Constraint satisfaction on CE-FEEDBACK uses66 confluencesin 39 un-

knowns.The transistorconfluencesare:

[i..B(Q2)] = + [1.C(Q)] = + [i~E(Q1)] = —

[vE~Cli = — [VE2ouTp~yrI= — [~-.B(Qt)i— +

= + [~~E(Q1)]= — [VINPUTI = + [t’~1I= +

The quiescentmodel for the batteryis:

~ =
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The remaining quiescent confluences are analogous to the incremental
confluencespresentedearlier. Ohm’s law, KCL and KVL are all linear con-
straints and thus the quiescentconfluencesare the same as the incremental
confluences.There is one less KCL confluenceas the input port is presumedto
supply zero bias.

Theseconfluenceshavethreesolutions(only becausetheuninterestingquantity
can be +, 0 or —.

{ ~-.-(Bl)] = + [i.B(Q’)] = + [L’E~I= +

= — [i —.E(Q2)I = — [L’E,ct] = —

= — [1.c(Q1)] = + [VINPUTOUTPUT] = —

[‘..~l(RC2)] = + [z —.B(Ql)I = + [u~NpUT~.cc]= —

{ ~ = + [i.E(Q1)] = — [VINPUT] = +

= — [v\~ccOUTPUT] = + [VINPCTCI] = —

[i~RB2)] = + [voL.TPUT] = + [vINPUTE2] = —

= — ~ = + [vFp OUTPUT] = —

Ij 1 = — I = 2 = —I -.~�2(RBl)i I C1.OUTPUTJ I FP,VCC

[i....~~1(Rs1)]= + [Vcivcc] = — [va] = +

= — [vc1] = + [VFPc1] = —

[1~1(Rc1)]= + [vE2 OUTPUT] = — [vf-PE..] = —

[i...c(Q2)] = + [VE2~cc]= — [V~I\pUT] = +

Quiescentanalysis shows that 31 of the possible 36 composite statesof
CE-FEEDBACK are contradictory.For example,Qi cannotbe ON if 02 is
OFF. For 01 to be ON, it must be supplied a bias, this bias can only come
through RF, node FP can only be pulled up from RB1, but if Q2 is OFF no
current can be flowing through RB1 pulling up FP and thus Qi cannot be
receiving any bias. Similar, proof-by-contradiction arguments eliminate the
remaining30 circuit states.The 5 possibleconsistentcircuit statesare:

{(Q1 OFF)(Q2 SAT)} {(Q1 ON)(Q2 SAT)} {(Q1 OFF)(Q2 OFF)}

{(Q1 OFF)(Q2 ON)} {(Q1 ON)(Q2 ON)}

Only the last two statesallow the input to propagateall the way to the
output, producing an interestingbehavior.Using the interpretation selection
rules, state{(Q1 OFF)(Q2ON)} is an unlikely choicebecauseit doesn’t useQi
in any useful configuration at all. Hence, the normal operating state of
CE-FEEDBACK is {(Q1 ON)(Q2 ON)}.
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9.4. Energy storageelements

With the models presented thus far quiescent ambiguity within a state has no
effect on the causalanalysis.It only matterswhetherastateiscontradictoryornot.
This is becauseno incremental confluencereferencesa quiescentvariable (or vice
versa). This is not the case for models describedby differential equations(e.g.,
inductorsandcapacitors).Thebehaviorof acapacitoris describedquantitatively
by the differential equation

i = current flowing into the capacitor,

V = voltage acrossthe capacitor,

C = capacitancewhich is a fixed positive quantity,

= Cdv/dt.

In qualitative termsthis is

r dvi rdvi rdvi
[i] = IC—I = [C]l— I = I—I = 3v.

L dti Ldti Ldri

Or more generally, as it is a linear element:

= a~v.

Analogously,the inductormodeledquantitativelyas

v = L di/dt

has the model:

i = currentflowing into the inductor,

V = voltageacrossthe inductor,

[v)= ai.

Or more generally:

a’~v= a~i.

Considerthe simple RC circuit of Fig. 32. This circuit is modeled with 5
quiescentconfluences,one Ohm’s law confluence,four KCL confluencesand
no KVL confluences. Note that the capacitor introduces no quiescent
confluence’° other than a KCL. A capacitor places no constraints on the
quiescentbehavior,that is left to the restof thecircuit. However, thequiescent
possibilities that result,directly affect the causalanalysis.

°Assuining its chargeis not known.
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~RC

LI
FIG. 32. Simple RC Circuit.

[i~1(R)]— [VN] = 0,

[i~’(c)] + [i~~] = 0,

+ ~ = 0.

{ ~ + [i~l(c)] = 0,

[ii(R)l + [i~(R)] = 0.

Not surprisingly there are 3 possible quiescent interpretations,each cor-
respondingto one of the possiblequalitative capacitorcurrents,see Table 11.
Eachoneof the quiescentinterpretationsyields a different causalanalysis.see
Table 12.

Notice that unlike circuits consideredthus far, a single RC network can
exhibit all these interpretationswithout changingcircuit conditions.Not one
interpretationcan be said to be the correct one. This is a consequenceof the
presenceof energy storageelements.As {x]ax is — for all non-zero circuit
quantities,they are moving towardszero.

Thus quiescentinterpretationsselect incrementalmodels in very much the
same way as compositecircuit stateselectsthe incrementalmodels. For the
purposeof analysis,EQUAL considersthe quiescentinterpretationsas introduc-
ing additional circuit states. However, it is only necessaryto distinguish
quiescentinterpretationsdiffering in the variablesof energystorageelements.
Thus, the three quiescent interpretations of CE-FEEDBACKdiffering in
[Vcl OUTPUT] collapseas no incremental confluencedependson its value. Said
differently, capacitorcurrentsand inductor voltages are the only interesting

TABLE 11 TABLE 12

Interpretation 1 2 3

[i..#t(c)l= + 0 —

[L,#2(c)J= 0 +

[i..*l(}~)1 0 +

[i~.~(g)J + 0
[VNI= 0 4..

Solution 1 2 3

3
’..#l(C) 0 +

al.Ø2(C)= + 0 —

az..~(R)= + 0 —

3
-.#2(R) 0 +

3
1.’N + 0 —
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variables of quiescent interpretationscontributing to the composite circuit

state.

10. Time

As time passesthe behaviorand thecausalityof the circuit may change,either
as a consequenceof a new input behavior or of the internal workings of
the circuit. For circuits such as CE-FEEDBACK, not much will change.The
qualitative valuescontinue to hold as long as the input signal is present.In
other words the causal analysis (the qualitative values and the mechanism
graph) holds for an extensive interval of time. This is not surprising, as
CE-FEEDBACK hasonly oneuseful interpretationand stateof behavior.The
input signal may vary, first increasingthendecreasing.but that just flips all the
qualitativevalues,the interpretationand mechanismgraphremain unchanged.
Changeinduced by new inputs is uninteresting.

In general,two significant thingscan happenastime passes.First, qualitative
integration takesplace. Any non-zero incrementalvariable will causechanges
in thequiescentvariables,ax = + means x increases. If a significant amountof
time passesthis increasein x may becomesignificant and qualitatively notice-
able.For example.supposea transistoris in the OFF state. aL’be = + causesL’be

to increase which in turn causesUbe to becomegreaterthan the threshold UT.

As a consequencethe transistor changesto state ON and the incremental
behaviorchanges.

Second,the behavioralinterpretationscan change.If there is more than one
quiescentinterpretation,the non-zero incrementalquantities may causethe
quiescentinterpretationto change.This can only happenif the circuit is either
nonlinearor containsenergystorageelements(otherwisethe interpretation is
uniquely determinedby circuit conditions (componentparametersand input
signals).) In the simple RC circuit consideredearlier the capacitor~scurrent [i]
is ambiguousproducing three quiescent interpretationseach having one in-
crementalinterpretation.In this examplewhen [i] = ± [~i= —, so the quiescent
interpretation may change to one in which [1] = 0. The RC and transistor

examplesillustrate a fundamentalproblemof qualitativeanalysis.Although it is
possibleto identify which transitionsmight happen.it is difficult to determine
whetherthey indeeddo happen.Justbecauseat’be + doesnotmeanrhe will ever
passthresholdUT. In fact, for theRC circuit we know (from solving thedifferential
equations)thateven thoughai = —, i neverreacheszero: it diesout exponentially.
In fact, no matter what interpretationit starts in. it will approachInterpretation2
asymptotically. More generally, a linear circuit will approachthe same inter—
pretation no matter what the initial conditions.

A circuit may also change its incremental interpretation. The Schmitt trigger
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is an exampleof sucha circuit. There is very little that can be said concerning
changesbetween incremental interpretationswithout doing a second-order
analysis [4). After all, it is 0i which is causingthe changein 7j, To determine

the movementbetweencausalinterpretationsoneneedsto solve for thesecond-
order derivatives.For linear circuits, this is easyas the modelsdo not change
and thus it is not necessaryto redo the analysis,hut for nonlinear circuits the
higher-order models can he completel~’different and require an entire
reanalysis.

10.1. Interstatebehavior

Fortunately,statechangesand quiescentinterpretationshifts obey numerous
constraintswhich can be used to generatethe state-transitiondiagramfor the
circuit. The state-transitiondiagram describesthe interstatebehavior of the
circuit, while causalanalysisand the mechanismgraph describesthe intrastate
behavior of the circuit. Fig. 33 illustrates the state-transitiondiagram for
CE-FEEDBACK in responseto a rising input. Unless the circuit contains
negativeresistancesuncoveredby the heuristics,the statediagramfor a falling
input is identical except for changein direction of arrowhead.

The state-transitiondiagram is constructedusing a very basic algorithm to
generateall the possibilities and then apply constraints to prune down the
spaceof possibilities.The basicenvisioningalgorithm proceedsas follows. The

((QI OFF)(Q2 OFF)}

2 ON)}

SAl)

SM))

((Qi OFF)(Q2 ON

FiG. 33. State-transition diagram for CE-FEEDBACK.
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circuit is presumedto be in somegiven initial condition. In this state, causal
analysis identifies the values of all the circuit quantities. Identify all the
quiescent quantities which are approaching some threshold: these are the
causes for possible state transitions. The state transitions define a set of
possible next states(usually there is only one). If this state has not been
considered before, analyze it. If there is more than one next state, explore
state spacebreadth-first.

The above algorithm includes three kinds of ambiguities. First, the in-
crementalvariablemay be ambiguous,so we do not knowwhetherthevariable
is approachingits threshold. Second, even though the variable may be ap-
proaching its threshold, we do not know whether it will reach it. Finally, more
than one variablemay be approachingthresholds(the caseof thesamevariable
approaching two different thresholdsis handledby presumingthat all inequality
relationships betweenconstants are known), and it is hard to tell whetherone
crossesits thresholdbeforetheotheror whetherthey bothcrosssimultaneously.
Without additionalconstraints,all possiblecombinationsof thresholdcrossings
arepossible.For example,in state{(Q1 OFF)(Q2ON)}, thechangingquantities
tend to turn Qi ON and Q2 OFF. But QI can turnON before02 turnsOFFor Qi
turns OFFbefore Q2 turns ON, or they both changestatesimultaneously.

The following is the list of legal statesof CE-FEEDBACK andan indication
of which threshold is being approached.This list and statediagramof Fig. 33
presumesall incrementalinterpretationsare possible,thus somecircuit values
areambiguous.

In State 1. {(Q1 OFF)(Q2 ON)}
The ~aIue of ~~cCLOuTpuTis ambiguous.
If 0UCLOUTPUT = —, 02 may changestateto SAT becauseLC.B may drop past threshold

— t’i.
Because9L’E2.CI = ~. 02 maychangestateto OFFbecausetBE maydroppast threshold

Because~L’INPL-T.CI= +, 01 may changestate to R-ON becauseLç~~ma~drop past

threshold LT.

Because3
VjNp~-T= —. QI may changestateto ON becauset’BE may rise past threshold

VT.

In State3, {(Q1 OFF)(Q2 OFF)}
Because~ = -t. 01 ma~changestate to R-ON becauseLcB may drop past

threshold ~T•
Because(~Lj~pyf= 01 maychangestateto ON becauseUB E ma~rise past threshold

VT.
In State 2. {(Ql ON)(Q2 ON)}

The value of OtC:QUTp~Tis amhiguoUs.
If ~LCI.OLTPLT = . Q ma~changestateto SAT becauset’~ ma~dr~ppast threshold

— VT.

Because(~LE2.CI= — . 02 maychangestateto OFFbecauseLB £ may dr~’ppast threshold
t~i.

Because(~t~ T.C~= . 01 ma~changestate to SAT becauseLCB ma~drop p.1st
threshold — Li.
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In State5, {(QI ON)(Q2 SAT)}
Because‘~VE’CI= +, Q2 may changestateto R-ON becauseUBE maydroppast thre..hold

V
1

.

Because~VI’.~PUTCI= +. 01 may change state to SAT because LCB ma~drop past
threshold Vi.

The valueof ~UCIOUTPLTis ambiguous.
If aL’cmorrrp~r= —. 02 maychangestateto ON becauseVC.B may risepast threshold— Li.

In State 4, ((01 OFF)(Q2 SAT)}
BecauseauE2cI = +, 02 may changestateto R-ONbecauseVB,E maydroppast threshold

VT.

Because~t’~.~-rcm= +, 01 may changestateto R-ON becauseLC,B may drop past
threshold — VT.

Because~VI~PUT = +, 01 may changestateto ON becauseVB.E may rise pastthreshold
VT.

Most of thesetransitionscannothappenindividually becausethe resulting
state is not consistentwith the confluences.For example, in state{(Q1 OFF)
(02 ON)} 01 tends to turn ON while 02 turns OFF, but this target state is
inconsistentandthereforeit cannotbecomethe next circuit state.

The secondconstrainton statediagramsis that variablesmust changevalue
continuously.This restriction applies to both quiescentand incrementalvari-
ables.For example,x may not changefrom + to — without an interveningstate
within which it is 0. This rule is usedonly twice in theCE-FEEDBACK’s state
diagram. If a state has more than one incremental interpretation, that in-
dividual interpretationwhich is causingthe statechangemust be continuous
with some interpretation of the target state. For example,in state{(Q1 ON)
(02 SAT)}, 02 may turn ON, causing a circuit state change to {(Q1 ON)
(02 ON)}. However, this does not make much sense as the circuit would
immediately tend to make Q2 saturateagain. More formally, this transition
doesnot happenbecausethe derivativeswould have to vary discontinuously
[34]. In state {(Q1 ON)(Q2SAT)} ai~~.,(RC.,)= —, in {(Q1 ON)(Q2 ON)}
ôi~(RC1)~+, which requires a discontinuous transition. The reason it is
possiblefor the statechangeto happenin the reversedirection is that thereis
an interpretation of {(Q1 ON)(Q2SAT)} in which ~ + or 0 (this
interpretation is continuouswith one of {(Q1 ON)(Q2 ON)}, but no circuit
quantity is heading towards a threshold which would cause a transition to
{(Q1 ON)(Q2 ON)}.

These are all the rules required to construct the state diagram for CE-
FEEDBACK. Here is EQUAL’S analysisof the precedingpossibilities.

In State 1, {(Q1 OFF)(Q2 ON)}
But some combinationslead to contradictory states:{(Q1 R.ON)(Q2 SAT)}*, {(QI

ON)(Q2 OFF)}*, {(Q1 R-ON)(Q2 OFF)}* or {(Q1 R-ON)(Q2 ON)}*.
Thereforethe device may changestate to oneof:
4: ((01 OFFXQ2 SAT)}, 5: {(Q1 ON)(Q2 SAT)}
3: ((01 OFF)(Q2 OFF)}, 2: {(Q1 ON)(Q2 ON)}.
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In State3, {(Q1 OFF)(Q2OFF)}
But aIl.combinations lead to contradictory states: {(Q1 R-ON)(Q2 OFF)}~or {(Q1

ON)(Q2 OFF)}*.
Thereforethereare no transitionsout of this state.

In State 2, {(Q1 ON)(Q2 ON)}
But some combinationslead to contradictorystates: {(Q1 SAT)(Q2 SAT)), ((01

ON)(Q2 OFF)}*, ((01 SAT)(02 OFF)}~’or ((Qi SAT)(Q2 ON)}~.
The device maychangestateto 5: ((01 ON)(Q2 SAT)}

In State 5, {(Q1 ON)(Q2 SAT))
But some combinations lead to contradictory states: ((01 SAT)(Q2 ON)), {(Q1

ON)(Q2 R-ON)}~,((01 SAT)(02 R..ON)}* or {(Ql SAT)(Q2 SAT)}~.
Bi...~l)changesdiscontinuously from + to — to State 2: {(Q1 ON)(Q2 ON))
~ changesdiscontinuouslyfrom — to + to State 2: ((01 ON)(02 ON))
Thereforethereare no transitionsout of this state.

In State 4, {(Q1 OFF)(Q2SAT))
But somecombinationslead to contradictorystates: {(Q1 OFF)(Q2 R-ON)} , {(Q1

ON)(Q2 R-ON)}~’,((01 R-ON)(Q2 R-ON)}’~or {(Q1 R-ON)(Q2 SAT)}~.
The device may changestate to 5: {(Q1 ON)(Q2 SAT))

10.2. Ontology for time

This sectionis a direct applicationof the rules of [4, 6] to electricalcircuits. So
far we have assumedthat every operatingregion or interpretationexists for

ETC~L

Episode
Interpretation

1
1

2
1

3
1

4
12 3

5
1

6
1

7
1

S
1 2 3

9
1

~~~~l(C) 0 0+ + -t- 0±
t~1~t(R) 0 + 0 ——— — — 0 —~-- +

aL...~1(L)= 0 + + ++1 0 0
~L\ 0 + 0 ——— — — 0 +

Episode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Interpretation I I I 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 3 1

[i.~(c)1= 0 + 0 0 +

[1,,1~Ri]= 0 + + +++ 0 — — —— 0
0 — — — 0— + — -~- — 0 -r —

[L-\l= 0 + i- ±+-~- 0 — — ——— 0

FIG. 34. RLC circuit.
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some interval time. However, some operating regions and interpretations may
only exist momentarily. An operating region for which x = a and ax = — will
only exist momentarily becausex will immediately drop below a. Similarly a
quiescentinterpretationwith x = 0 and ax = ± existsonly for an instant. It is
important to distinguish instantsfrom intervals, becauseinstantsdo not take
any time and arealways guaranteedto end,unlike intervals.This new ontology
is illustrated by a simple RLC circuit (Fig. 34).

The setof confluenceshave 13 solutions,but thesecan be collapsedinto 9 as
UN and —.~1(C) are the only interesting variables. The correspondingstate
diagram is Fig. 35. Circles representstates that exist momentarily, squares
representstates that may exist over a time interval. The state diagram
embodiestwo additional constraints.First, every quantity changesfrom zero
before any quantity changesto zero. Second,computinghigher-orderderiva-
tivesshowsthat any transitionto state{(CI = 0)(L V = 0)} is impossible(see[4]
for an explanationof this rule).

11. Applications

The goal of qualitativephysicsis to predict andexplain the importantbehavior
of physical systemswithout recourseto quantitativemethods.This paperhas
presenteda qualitativephysicsfor circuits which achievesthisgoal. In addition,it
is possible to identify the mechanismby which the circuit functions in the
standardlanguageusedby electricalengineers.This concludingsectionbriefly
outlines a few of the potential applicationsof this theory to analysis, design,
troubleshooting and training.
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((C t~O)(L VcO)} ((C IKC)(L V<O)}

((C 1>0)(L ((C r~o)(L VrO)}

t>O)(L V>O)} ((C I<O)(L

((C I~O)(L V>O)}

}

FIG. 35. Statediagramfor RLC circuit.
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11.1. Quantitative analysis

The electrical engineer’smost fundamental task is circuit analysis. He can
perform this analysiseither symbolically [10) or numerically [26]. A good
engineerwill first understandhow thecircuit functionsqualitatively.Thenbased
on this understanding,he will select componentmodels, important variables,
approximationsandintegrationstepsizes,thenperformthenecessarysymbolicor
numericalcomputation.and finally interpret the results in terms of his com-
monsensical understanding of how the circuit works. In other words, an
engineerdoes not perform a quantitativeanalysisunlesshe first understands
the circuit at a qualitative level. In [10] we constructeda program SYN which
analyzedcircuits symbolically in order to determinecircuit parameters.Many
of the problemsof SYN were due to the fact that it has no understandingof the
behaviorof the circuit it was analyzing.

SYN can only work on very simple circuits becausethe algebraicexpressions
generatedquickly fill up programmemory.On theotherhand,an engineercan
analyzethecircuit quickly just using pencil andpaper.Comparingthe engineer
to 5YN reveals four interesting facts. First, the engineerchoosesapproximations
which simplify thealgebraenormouslywithout significantly changingtheanswer.
Second,the engineerchoosesmodelswhich are algebraicallymore tractable.
Third, the engineerchoosesvariable substitutionsand equationformulations
which keepequationsize relativelysmall. Finally, he usesstandardrulesof thumb
to analyzewell-known circuit configurations.Qualitativeanalysisaddressesall
four of these.

11.1.1. Approximations

As ~ does not know how a particular componentis being used, it must
always use the most complex model available. In most situations simpler
models are sufficient which lead to far simpler algebra. EQUAL can give advice
to ~ as to how a component is being used so that it can choose an
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appropriatesimplification of the complex model. For example, the complete
hybrid-IT model for a transistor is shown in Fig. 36. (The circle containing a
downwardarrow representsa sourcewhich producesa downwardscurrent of
~ At reasonablecurrents, r~~ r..~so r1 can be ignoredunlessthe circuit is
driven by an extremely low sourceimpedance.Analogously r~and r0 can be
ignoredunlessthe load is of extremelyhigh impedance.As only the common-
emitter configuration is ever usedwith extremelyhigh loads, rM and r0 can he
ignored in the common-baseand common-collectorconfigurations.c~can be
ignoredunlessthecircuit is of high impedance.When thecircuit is being driven
by a very low impedance,cfl. can be ignored.In thecommon-baseconfiguration
ç is usually not important.

11.1.2. C’hoosing tractable models

The hybrid-u model is particularly useful for analyzing the common-emitter
and common-collectorconfigurations. In the common-baseconfiguration a
different model—theT model—makestheanalysiseasier.AlthoughtheT model
is quantitatively equivalent to the hybrid-ur model, the resulting symbolic
equationsaremoretractablebecausethesourcedoesnot appearacrosstheinput.
In manycases,theoutputsignalcan becomputeddirectly from the inputwithout
having to solve simultaneousequations.

11 . 1 .3. (‘Iioosing tractable form ida tions

Causal analysis helps choose the important variables in which to formulate
circuit quantities.The.causalanalysisidentifies the important circuit feedback
paths and the instancesof local feedback.These feedbackpaths appearas
simultaneities in the symbolic analysis.The causal heuristicsof the correct
interpretation indicate placeswhere simultaneity must be broken. Choosing
thesevariablesas theplacesto breakfeedbackloops simplifies the form of the
equationsandformulatesintermediateresultsin termsfamiliar to theelectrical
engineer.

11.1.4. Rules of thumb

Common combinationssuchas cascode,differential pair, and Darlington have
well-known rules of thumb for making their quantitativeanalysiseasier.EQUAL

can recognize these situations for SYN. Certain combinations of transistors
occur so frequently that it is useful to consider them as single fragments.A
common-collectorstage followed by a common-emitterstage forms an am-
plifier with high input impedance and moderate output impedance.This
combination is known as a Darlington pair. The common-emitter/common-
basecombination is called a cascodeand has very good frequencyresponse.
The common-collector/common-baseconnection forms a circuit widely used in
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operational amplifiers. The emitter-coupledpair provides differential outputs
andcan be direct coupled.The recognitionof thesecombinationsis not critical
to EQUAL since it can calculate the impedance-gainspecificationsof these
combinations with its composition rules, but it is of use to SYN.

The type of the feedbackconfiguration providesdirect adviceabout how to
analytically determinethe behaviorof the circuit. For example, the following
advice can be found in most textbookson feedbackamplifiers. In order to
analyze a loop-loop configuration you should:

(1) Use z parametersto model the two-ports.
(2) Calculate the gain of the feedback network by driving the feedback

network with a current and determining the voltage producedinto an open
circuit.

(3) Calculatefeedbackloading at the amplifier input by open circuiting the
output node.

(4) Calculatefeedbackloading at the amplifier output h~open circuiting the
input node.

This simplifying techniquecan only be applied if feedbackis known to be
present,and only causalanalysisnot quantitativeanalysiscan do that.

11.2. Design

Analysis is a key componentof designand thus the techniquesof the previous
sectionapply to thedesigntaskaswell. This observationlies at theheartof s\’N’s
synthesis-by-analysisapproach.Thus s\’N can both constructa symbolic transfer
function of acircuit, anddeterminevaluesof circuit parametersgiven desiderata
for circuit behavior.

Interpretationconstruction is also an important design tool. Causalanalysis
identifies all possibleinterpretations,including behaviorsthe designerdoesnot
intend. By identifying all the possibleinterpretations,causalanalysisidentifies
possible pathological modesof circuit behavior that the designermust avoid.

In many ways the design task is the inverse of the recognition task around
which this paper is organized. Recognition starts with a schematic of a
particularcircuit andconstructsan abstractaccountfor its behavior.Design, on
the other hand,startswith an abstractdescriptionof the desiredbehaviorand
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constructsa schematicwhich achievesthis abstractdescription.The algorithms
for recognition. are thus entirely different from those of design, nevertheless
the languagesfor describingthe levels of abstractionarc probably quite similar.

11.3. Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting involves determining why a particular correctly designed
circuit is not functioning as intended, the explanationfor the faulty behavior
being that the particular instance of that circuit under consideration is at
variance in some way with its design.Starting with the external symptom.the

troubleshootermakesa seriesof measurementsin order to localize the fault.
Quantitativeanalysisis ruled out as a troubleshootingstrategyboth becauseit
is impractical and the circuit parametersare not precisely known. Thus,
qualitativereasoningplays a key role in troubleshooting.

Causalanalysiscan quickly evaluatethe plausibility of hypothetical faults.
One simply substitutesa faulty componentmodel for the correct one and
performsthe qualitativeanalysisagain to seewhetherthe predictedresultsare
consistentwith measurementsmade thusfar in the troubleshootingsession.

Fortunately, causal analysis can be used for much more than evaluating
hypotheses.The causalinterpretationfor the intendedbehavioralsoprovidesa
causal explanationfor how the outputs are causedby the inputs. The com-
ponentsmentionedin this explanationare prime candidatesfor possiblefaults
and the fault modes can be determinedby examining the argument.The
resulting hypothesescan be evaluatedto determinewhich faults in which of
thesecomponentsareconsistentwith thesymptoms.This techniqueworks well
if somecomponenthasshifted in value,but fails if circuit behaviorhasradically
changed.The interpretationmay havechangedin the presenceof the fault. If a
causalassumptionis violated, the entire argumentmay be invalidated. Since
the designer never intended that the circuit behave in that way, no appealcan
be madeto theoriginal intention.When this happens,the troubleshootermust
first make measurementsto determine the unintendedinterpretation within
which the circuit is operating.

Causalanalysiscan also be run backwardsif the modelsand the heuristics
are changed.This techniquecan be usedto identify circuit faults. The input is
the difference between measured and intended outputs and the propagation
engine works identically. Now, the propagation identifies “what could have
causedx” insteadof “What doesx cause”—theonly differencebetweenthese
two questionsis that time flow is reversed.

As part of the SOPHIE project [11 we built a general-purpose troubleshoot-
ing expert. Although the troubleshooting expert was very general, it was not
powerful enough to troubleshoot using the schematic alone. It had to be
provided a small collection of rules which characterized circuit behavior and
with thoseit could troubleshooteverypossiblefault of thepower-supply.Each
of theserules was basedon an abstract,qualitativeanalysisof how the circuit
functioned. Causal analysis is powerful enough to construct some, if not all, of
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theserules.Thus, there is now a possibility of constructing a troubleshooter which
can troubleshoot circuits which it has never seen before given only their
schematic.This troubleshooterwould operate by first doing a causal and
teleological analysisof the circuit and then use this analysisto constructthe
neededabstract rules. The SOPHIE’S troubleshootercould use these rules in
combination with its other inferencemechanismsto troubleshootthe circuit.

One of the original motivations for the no-function-in-structureprinciple
and for studying causal reasoningin isolation was to achieverobustnessin a
computer-basedtroubleshooter. When a circuit is faulted, the circuit is no
longer working as originally intended by the designer. A reasonerwhich
presumesthe use of teleological assumptionsin choosing the component
modelsor disambiguatinginterpretationswill be of no value becausethecircuit
functioning is radically changed.Thus, for troubleshooting,it is extremely
important to identify all the possibleinterpretations.

11.4. ICAI

Computer-basedinstructional systemsfor electronicsand electronic trouble-
shooting need to explain their conclusionsin terms that the student under-
standsin order to enable him to build his own qualitative models of circuit
functioning. Causalanalysisprovides a theory of explanationfor humansand
thusprovidesthe basisfor an explanationfacility in an 1CM system.SOPHIE was
first and foremost an ICAI system;the expert troubleshooterwas constructed,
not becauseit was itself important. but rather to provide explanations for
troubleshootinginterferencesthat SOPHIE itself could not give. For example,
SOPHIE evaluatedstudentshypothesesby running a numericalsimulation with
the modified model to see if it was consistent with observedmeasurements.
This strategy evaluateshypotheses,but producesno explanation for why a
particular hypothesisis valid or invalid. Causal reasoningprovides a way to
both evaluatehypothesesand produceexplanationsfor their plausibility.
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